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NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT 
1. The purpose of this document is to report on the progress of the. 
work which the secretariat is carrying out in compliance with resolutions 
designed to promote studies on the prospects for greater economic integration 
among Latin American countries,. 
As early as i ts f i r s t session, the Trade Committee stressed the 
importance of preliminary studies¡as the best source,of information fo r . 
studying.the co-operative procedures that might be adopted for introducing • 
integration, the characteristics of;a. possible .common market .and the best . 
ways of ensuring that such a ,market would, operate with the " necessary 
gradualness and f l e x i b i l i t y , ' I t . therefore recommended to the secretariat 
that . i t "proceed to make( an inveiitory of 'exist ing industries in Latin 
America with a view to determining what measures are advisable in order to 
remedy the situation described above" (resolution 2 (J ) (E/CN.12/C.1/9) •• 
adopted on 28 November. 1956). . 
The Working Group.on the Latin American-Common-Market subsequently^ . 
approved this. recommendation.at i t s f i r s t session • (Santiago, Chile, 
February 1958) and requested the secretariat to carry out,two kinds of 
studies on industry: (a ) an inventory of t i^ main types .of capital, goods 
manufactured, of qome durable consumer goods and of industrial raw materials 
of major; .importance : for lat in America; s (b ) sectoral studies, on each of 
the principal, branches of capital .goods. and: .industrial raw materials.. 
2, During the. last. few .months,. the secretariat has forged ahead with ; 
both kirifis-. of. study. : Among the; sectoral studies, that-on railway -.equipment > 
which led tp.the convening of i a special meeting attended by the- .countries 
.poncerned at Cordoba (Argentina) in M^rch 1959, is- particularly-worthy 
of mention. ... : . •; 
3. With regard to the,inventory; i t s e l f , the emphasis..-in the f i r s t stage 
has. been laid on the.manufacture qf metal products, other .-industrial 
lines being-Reserved for- consideration at a later . stage .< :;.,- ..": 
The work,-has been organized, bearing .in mind ;the; need,-to provide.; the 
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essential background information on which the sectoral studies could be 
based and to f a c i l i t a t e the task of projecting the scale of the Latin 
American common market as regards both items and countries. 3y indicating 
what act iv i t i es exist, in which countries and what their.characteristics .A 
are, i t is possible to estimate- 'the repercussions of- the d i f ferent .int-egraw. 
tion formulae, on, eaqh. country.^-industry. L1" ,. . - - - • 
With this in mind, a -start was 1 made"- on 
the inventory of metal; $roduc-ts ' 
by compiling a l l the more essential basic datá on every factory whose--.,, 
technical and mechanical conditións-aré süch'that i t may be assumed, 
although on the basis -of .empirical rather than other criteria¿ ."that they:, 
can export to other .countries in the area or could export i f the necessary;'.. 
adjustments were made in their organization. 
4. The secretariat submitted a preliminary progress report. to the Vuorkiñg'-
Group on the la-tin American Regional'Market at i t s second session./ held; : r 
at Mexico City in February 1959 •(E/CN.12/C'.1/V\íG/2/8). : The present report: . 
is in essence, a reissue of that document 'but with a large amount of. v 
additional informations .. ,, • 
5. Annex I to the present report contains a l i s t of the most important 
branches that have been..dealt, with in :the" i n i t i a l stage of research in;, ..v..-
connexion with, .the Latin,-American-'industrial inventory. The nature; and 
scope of the data which-,.have .been compiled may be ascertained in.mores. . ' 
detai l from the model of the- index form appended as Annex I I . 
6. The scanty nature of the .resources at the secretariat 's disposal has . 
not only imposed an i n i t i a l l imitation on:the number of industrial¡ l ines . 
included, but a.lso on,the .countries' donsidered at this preliminary. stage#(: 
The data being compiled refers.Tor the 'time- being-''to Argentina, B r a z i l ^ - , 
Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru ^nd Uruguay^ although i t has proved impossible 
to assemble'all. the pertinent information for presentation at this, juncture..•;•;. 
The progress _ma.de .in-,tn.e work i s large ly/ -the result of the collaboration 
of various national bodies with the secretariat. In Argentina, co-operation , i 
was extended by the Asociación de Industriales -Metalúrgicos, in Brazil, \ • 
by the Federagao das Industrias do. Estado de gao Páulo, while in Chile, by. 
the Instituto Chileno.del Acero and the Development Corporation (Corporación 
de Fomento de la Producción)., and. in Colombia, ''by the Federación de Industriales Metalúrgicos. 
• i'-1'' /It is 
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It is hoped that equally generous co-operation w i l l be forth coming 
not only as regards f inisning the inventory but also in bringing i t up to ' 
date and revising i t periodically (possibly once or twice a year). Such 
collaboration should perhaps be channelled through an agency established 
for this purpose, in order to ensure that the inventory is kept up-to-date' 
and transmitted periodically to member Governments for their information. 
7. The inventory of lat in j-imerica's productive capacity has been supple-
mented by a concurrent study on Latin American imports of capital goods 
and specific durable consumer goods, with a view to covering a small number 
of countries during this f i r s t phase. The countries concerned coincide, 
generally speaking, with those included in the inventory: Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru and Uruguay. 
The ultimate purpose of this work, once i t has been extended to other 
countries* is to tabulate imports in suff ic ient detai l for them to be 
comparable with the items included in the inventory. This would f ac i l i t a t e 
an evaluation of the potential market open to Latin America's machinery, 
equipment and durable consumer goods industries. So far , however, they 
have not been s t r i c t l y comparable owing to differences in national systems 
of s tat is t ica l c lass i f icat ion. .It may therefore become necessary to ca l l ' 
upon „national organizations for certain amount of collaboration in order 
to overcome d i f f i cu l t i e s of this kind. 
I t might be useful to make .certain reservations at this point as 
regards making assessments of the scale of the potential regional 'market 
for products of this kind on.the basis of the tabulations. Since demand 
for these products, generally speaking, tends to expand very rapidly-' 
following any.rise in income, and current of them imports are some-
times' af fected by a number of restrictions .which may we 11 determine 
the existence of compressed demand pn a f a i r l y large scale, any projection 
of demand, even for. the near future, should take these factors into account 
together with the requirements' and. characteristics of each market which 
should be considered to some extent independently of the latter !s current 
import poss ib i l i t i es . 
8. A series of s ta t i s t i ca l tables is included in the present report for 
the sole purpose of showing the kind of information that is being compiled. 
/As this 
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As this i s incomplete or inadequately systematized, i t i s not yet.suitable 
for analytical purposes or as a basis for conclusions however tentative« 
I t is hoped,, however, .to perfect the compilation in the course, of the next 
few months., once the secretariat. has .completed i t s i n i t i a l research, 
9.. . The. tables in annex I I I show the information that has been accumulated 
so far on imports, of capital goods and durable consumer, goods by selected ., 
countries of the region.. . . 
Table 1 .shows tota l imports, in these categories in 19.55j.a-s well as, 
.the aggregate amount for 1955~573 which i t has been possible to work out 
in respect of speci f ic items and which w i l l be given in rnqre....detail in 
subsequent .tables. . .. I t may be not.ed .thai; c lassi f icat ion discrepancies .lead 
to marked variations between one country and. another in the percentage^ 
which i t has been possible to xvork out. 
In general terms, table 1 i s in itsel f , a just i f icat ion for the .choice 
of capital goods as the i n i t i a l .phase of. the inventory, since .imports of 
them by the six countries dealt with so far reached a to.tal of, 1-.153 
mill ion dollars in 1955. „ 
In table 2, imports of machinery for power generation .are shown in 
greater detai l , while in tables 3* 4 5 and 6 there has been an attempt to 
distinguish more clearly between imports of machinery and agricultural 
implements, machinery for mining, construction and other uses, e lectr ic 
machinery,, .equipment, and appliances, and transport and communication 
equipment. , Lastly, table 7 gives import figures for some of the most 
important durable consumer goods, 
10. Annex IV. consists pf a summary .of .industrial inventory data for 
Argentina,. Brazi l , ..Chile and Colombia according to a provisional c l ass i f i c -
ation based on the nature of the items concerned. The description w i l l be 
amplified later with data on Mexico y Peru and Uruguay. 
11. Annexes V, VI. and V I I , which comprise the index forms that have been 
assembled s.o far on relevant enterprises in Argentina, Brazi l , Chile and 
Colombia respectively, are to be found in separate volumes (2/CN.12/524/Add.l> 
Add.2 and Add*3). Distributed in Spanish only. Needless to say^ the 
information in them is only part ia l ; the many obvious omissions w i l l be borne 
\ /in mind 
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. .  ' • • .• . 1/^ .:' .i*'-cvxUJ. r o .^rge the inventory and bring i t up 
to ¿ a t ^ ^ . ^ r c-¿nsx-VII ..contains or..ly a lev; of the f i r s t index i*; Tjt. 
>:'!aciled on J.fe>>iosn ;lnclast?-yv;: :Indeed the information is o:t so tentat/a e r 
uh^iy-'-i gxvoil simply, ioi...purposes. o£ i l lustrat ion, . . .r'or tuna 
reason itv^iaa- b^en;adyris.able.,io.,pinit,.Mexicp front the siurma-y in annex. VV 
Acceding; to the. inferences that may be.,drawn fx-.qm the. datavpro?ent 
tn«j: c^grsp- ^iVfk^elv^ni^nt. r.O.regdy attained by several branches of ^atiu". 
An-erioa's--me.tal.- tr^si 'V'A-^g industries is. bringing ¡about a new phase oj_ 
grow oh ^  eroocidj.Uy In Argentina. and Brazi l , The production f 
numerous.ittype,s, c.f. ca^ i t^ jpado- ¿nd. durably consumer goods, in more or ies.s 
integrated.,.plants is begiuiing to. be, supplemented by that of .heavy, industrial 
equipment,, in: accovd^nce with a pattern whi<?h .cnaracterize<2 by ther , 
integration ;of. existing : resources.., i „e0 ,the combined ..utilization of industrial 
plants. a lready to found in.:the region, mainly for-boilermaking«, smelting 
and for^ingvj:' r;,A.ecprcan-g.to ^hit;- pattern, ..adopted.iparticylarly'.-for -the • 
development of industry in Sp.o Paulo (Braz i l ) , the various equipment components 
;are-bemg'"manufecti\r6d;'ff;pfi.rat.ely in existing iadu^trial plants/ which-.are thus 
'actiH'g^as .siib-Goiitrac^^^'e, and ere; then b^ing1 assembled, in. c,onfoi?mity wit/h; the 
•corresponding plans« . ^ v 
.-..The- d i f f i cu l t ies- vi^ ifch* have-^bean: impeding tlie mor.e extensive'manufacture 
of he.a^y pi.ant s/utGh 'as -iron-'"and"steel mills',. '-petroleum refineries-"and Sugar 
mills, .-up to now-ai'-e 'tilu;! beginning., to be_pvercomer-.This ;sortot>f equipment 
does not usually .have -a -bro^d enough-market to, justify,, the ;estatolis,hment-pf, 
.£jpe.pii,ali.3sd p i m o r e o v e r demand - fo r f i t irregular., which rules ;qut ..the 
possibility;-of "keeping; the factories in operation permanently* , 
has- been .traditior\aIlyr/ij»ported;' frpiir 'abro'a"d: in toto7i_ ¿for one reaso.n-beeau^e 
vtli-e rfinancin-g-. terms. wer.e^fciadg'/-easier -'and^.-for another., becaus-evof-' t^e .influence 
^ert^d^J?y./orel^n. ;v€or _ the projects«... ' . .. 
During the last 15 years, the large-scale expansion of...light industry 
which concejitxafe^s;.-on-• .they.produetion' of:. non-durable.-, and durable .consumer goods, 
has increased the need for a group of basic industries to produce raw materials 
and intermediate goods0 This explains why increasing attention is being paid 
to the basic sectors. In the case of Brazi l , for example, a series of targets 




Council established to stimulate pr ivate ,act iv i ty in these industries, with 
or without State intervention. 
To sum up,'it*appears that the right conditions are being created to 
provide a large and stable market for heavy industrial equipment. However, 
in spite of these favourable trends, i t is l ike ly that in the near future 
the market for each kind of equipment taken separately w i l l s t i l l be 
insuff ic ient to jus t i f y the~'construction of highly specialized plants. The 
importance of Brazil 's experience resides precisely in the fact that heavy 
industrial plants are being set ..up to use the f a c i l i t i e s of fered by thé 
specialised factories already existing fpr the processing of many of " their 
parts. The procedure i t s e l f is variable, since most of the output of the 
heavy industries - or at least a substantial volume of i t - consits of iron 
and steel structural parts and other machine parts which require no special ' 
technique for their manufacture. For instance, a plant for washing coal i s 
composed of a number of ncn-specialized pieces^* : a main structural part, 
electric motors, hydraulic pumps, conveyors and a re lat ive ly simple mechanical 
part. 
The principal iron and stee l transforming act iv i t i es the collaboration 
of which is required for integrated manufacture are the fol lowing: boilermaking'. 
Gorging, steel smelting, iron smelting, manufacture of control instruments, 
.die-making, manufacture of e lectr ic motors and manufacture of machine parts. 
In the case of Brazil, i t s existing industry is capable of undertaking a l l the 
process for the manufacture of steel sheet up to three inches thick, of 
smelting iron and stee l pieces of up to 25 tons, of producing e lectr ic motors 
of. a l l kinds up to 200 HP (and above on request) and of manufacturing trans-
formers up to 34,000 kWA and. 270,000 vo l ts . Similarly,' free.heavy forging 
capacity - not for mass production - is already sufficient* for pieces of 
500 kilogrammes, and plans are,.afoot to in i t ia te medium and heavy die-*forging. 
I t is true that in the particular case of Sao Paulo industry the plants are 
1/ I . e . parts which take the same.^ form in thè most varied plants. 
/already working 
already working at f u l l capacity, which flight turn out to be:-an obs'.t&cli "U 
the inauguration or equipment production ba-sed on.the ut i l izat ion of w i sHin> 
^ejoureeo, out the production line.s in question a-ra.in. f u l l , expansion and 
wculd be en^ouriged even more, over the..short .term by the receipt of la:'ge 
orders for components for heavy plants« , , •. • , 
mr.ufacture based on the integration of resources; by means' of one- sub-
.ont racting of parts and piec.es in the motor ç^ar- industry is .forging, 
ahead in Argentina and Brazil, but presents, a. di f ferent , sort .of-problem f.'-orn. 
that studied here as regards materials, f o r .heavy industry that ajre- usually 
manufactured on request.. Motor vehicle .manufacture is a typical case,, o.: mars 
production, and the components and,pieces, which ara .combined in the f ina l • 
assembly are also mass produced by specialized factories under sub-contract. 
Conversely, materials for heavy industry are rarely mass-produced-* , and the 
system of individual orders prevails. Each plant is in practice .quite 
separate from the others, and constitutes a new case. - For this reason, the-
manufacture of such equipment, always...calls. for a complete-, detailed iand highly 
rel iable project, which is .beyoncl. the . scope, of the enterprises that w i l l "¡be 
using i t . In practice, however great the.;, degree of, s k i l l attained by! the 
project-making services of an, iron and .steel enterprise,- for example",- they. ; 
could hardly be expected to prepare a blueprint of. the' equipment; required for 
expanding the installations,. and, s t i l l , l^ss to be capable of .breaking down-, 
such a blueprint into several sub-divisions and distributing the manufactures 
involved among various metal transforming, industries3 ; foundr ies ,e tc . ; setting 
standards'"ïor'"the execution, of i^ he project; ^ and. supervising: the/lines...pf - ^i 
manufacture concerned. Al l . this is.,a specif ic task, entirely;separate from • 
the work of projecting the installations themselves and supervising_their 
manufacture by local industries. .. . ... î• j r-
.. The :prp.ductioa lof-»complete hydroélectr-ic planté is-another example of 
those ac t i v i t i es ' Which lend. t.hemseiyes t;c^  ; the . system of ; -sub-contracting-- :;.f or 
components.,: although. it/ d i f f e r s from the -Manufacture o:f inàtéria-is for heavy 
2/ Excluding specific, components of such installations, e .g . , motors,\and 
; other .electrical.-equipment-,f 'hydraulic pumps,' etc. , which are, already, 
being -mass-produced; :But these elements generally constitute a , re la-
t i v e l y small part:.of a heavy elëctr icai ' instal lât io 'h, in whicti' pàrts^ 
that are:-no.t';-mass-;produbed predominate." -
/industry. Turbines 
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industry. ' Turbines transformers, valves and taps, etc. ,< are'1"usually. •. -
manufactures'by enterprises specializing--in-each component and,--as a rule-, 
on a mass'production basis. Thus, the complete installation project i s : ' 
neither as far-reaching nor às responsible a task as • in ' the" 'case of - industrial 
equipment. Broadly speaking, a l l that is 'required is to "Specify'the^ 
characteristics of the requisite components'and distribute•their production 
among the existing spècializ:ed""enterprisèëi In-default' of local mass ' : ' • 
production of each'of the component'parts', integration e f f o r t s-ère-' doomed 
to fa i lure . ' ^Tiere "equipment for heavy industry is : concerned,"* oh1 tli'e- other 
hand,' the existing specialised installations have'much more f l e x i b i l i t y An 
respect of accepting'sUb-contracts. Thus, for example, sat is factor i ly 
equipped metal transforming enterprise can equally well manufacture structural 
pact's for 'p lant ' fo r the'iron and steel industry, pulp prôductioh, petroleum 
ref iner ies, etc.",'provided t'hat i t is supplied with the-'"desigHsy specifications 
and standards rëqjùir'ed for"t'hë'' éxecution of the'work. 
S'ih'ce parts'would "not be domestically- mass produced "in loca l factories-1-
under "the' system of integration 'of'resource's, such manufacture's 'côùld no' ' 
déubt be combined "to a :large ëîxtent'' with normal and permanent" ' l ines' of mâ's's v 
production in:"the existing' industrial • establishements tïîémàelves• and'"this /;;' 
would contribute' to the fu l l e r 'uti l ization of production capacity-and skilled' 
labour and''to the ;achie:veméht" of a walked Increase ;in'average productivity 
in sevë'ral seétors' ôf ''the metai'transforming and metallurgical' industries; • 
In ' this côinte±t:,' attention ' must - bé càlleci' to the Associ-açao Srasileira - ' 
para o Dësenvolvimen'éo da 'Industria de" Base''"(ÀBDi3) ,^Whièh Was founded in 
195Ô" by eight large 'metal 'transforming and metallurgical plants'in 'Sao 'Paulr^ ' 
3/ Within the same trend towards col lective e f f o r t , several other•recent• " 
'.events of minor..-importance may. be ..rjoted. In, Sao, Raul» the,manufacture 
of trolley-buses is being organized with the co-operation of three 
' large established factories whîcfi -'wiîl '-produce > ' respectively/''thé -mettâl ; " 
, eoaichwQ.rk,.,-the. motor and ,the. electrical, transmission system with ..its . 
sub-stations and overhead cables. The new plant w i l l merely assemble 
these various parts, and w i l l therefore entail very mode,st investment 
. There ,is .a project.-. for -manufacturing drills,,and .petroleum extraction 
equipment-in Rio de Janeiro, under. a;.United-States, licence . pn. a similar 
-co-operative system. ; As .regad.s..;the,.. construction of petroleum ref iner ies 
i t should b§ noted, that the Kellog-Corporation (United States) has " 
opened a permanent o f f i c e in Brazi-L to..deal with, such., projects» ... . 
• /The enterprises 
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Th-í . enterprises concerned, whose installations and experience rendered 
h^em the most f i t t ed for such and undertaking,' formed a Co-operative 
xsisociation to organize or sub-divide the manufacture cf large- scale eqiip-
nent or plant by parts or type of equipment, on the baM-s-\ o|--\iull,;aiidr z^ ..-; 
integrated " ut i l izat ion ' of 'existihg'-pr.oductiohi- resource^.: The-; work- which 
J\BDIB...has already carried put or has in hand includes' parts of the-'ftio de 
Janeiro petroleum refinery, the expansion of the refinery 'at' Matarife^ a 
metallurgical establis.hme.nt and' -other plants for the manufacture of cnemicóls 
and chemical products^ an unloader .£op ppes at the port of Jiio de Jane.tro 9 
With respect to the manufacture :of.complexindustrial installations, 
mention must also bemads' of-the firm..created .by. the_ Schneider group (France) 
t*"-'iri association with.a-gra&ilian consortium, -under the name of Mecánica 
Pesada wi'tii a píánt a-6,rífaübáté,' b t^w6^ri- aiojde.-:Janeiro^and; S^o Paulo. 
This is an undertaking of great importance for the manufacture of several 
kinds of heavy equipment, sucJ^ag,.hydroelectric. tyrbines, equipment'"for "the 
iron and steairindustpyjceiricntrm^nufactyring^plant, etc. 
I t is becoming increasingly cpmmpn.for.metal transforming enterprises 
possessing large-scale machinery, not customarily available in Brazil, to 
render services (to-.third-,parties.., (ii&in]^ .machining and stamping). 
The manufacture of petroleum .-grilling extraction equipment is a' 
particul&rly.«• f aMbtu a^ible £\e^r£pr ..combined, uti l izat ion of the machinery, 
equipment and technical^nqwlesdge of several .enterprises. Ebcperimerits are 
being made in this direction. 
According to ¡an approximate estimate .a proportion equivalent to 60-70 
per cent of the value of petroleum drilling; and. equipment with a depth"'capa city 
pf:--4ry000: metres and-^- to.tai yalue, c¡íf .1,.million dollars could be manufactured 
. , . o . ... r „ £ ' " " < • - • . j -t; •'••*/, c. - t , ";• " 
in Brazi l 'bf" enterprises alréády-^ifi existence.; j. • .:••: ( • ; ; . . .. \ 
I t is considered that the following parts p£? th^ dyilling^equipment 
could be produced local ly : power generating-oonity. postro]!- p,^nel|. dredging 
pump;" earth'borés;' t;ubih^;' tdoi-hold'er.sv.' ¡ ;?.r ... ...... 
. The following are the remaining parts of the 'dri l l ing" equipment which 
would s t i l l have to be imported for some time to come1:'J turntables,, derricks, 
dr i l l ing tools. ' ' ' "V ' ; 
The parts and pieces subject to very heavy wear could also be manufac-
tured local ly, for replacement purposes. The economic soundness of such a 
proposition, however, would undoubtedly become much more apparent within the 
framework of a Latin American common market. /Annex I 
Pa^e, 
Annex I 
MNU^AGTUfiES ' TG'BE 'INCLUDED IN-THE INVENTOR! • OF - GOODS -'.PRODUCED BY 
; ' ' - THE-METAL ^TRAI^Oiii'lING'-'INDUSTRIESv.-.:...'.-. . ... 
Durable consumer goods "" 
1, Electric household appliances ' ( f loor-polishers, l iquidizers, fans ' 
andextractors) ;; • •^• •  :. • .• *: •' ... • ;r 
• 2v' Refrigerators for household and:-industrial; use.;:..heavy. refr igerating 
equipment. ..... , . . . . 
• • . 3. Sewing-machines for household and .industrial use , _ 
.. ¿k.. Typewriters, calculating-machines and cash registers 
5. Weighing-machines for household and industrial use 
• • ,6.: Household .clocks and.master..clocks 
.; 7- Optical; instruments .(binoculars,, .cameras, lenses) 
Miscellaneous e lectr iqa l appliances (radio receivers and.transmitters, 
"""television sets, telephone equipment and'switchboards; spare pstrts) 
Capital, goods.. . ,, ^  . .. , 
••. j ->9- Electric motors of a l l types and,powers 
10* Internal combustion, engines .and low-power, Diesel engines 
11. Medium.; - and- high-power Diesel, engines- r 
.,.12., 'Hand^tools . . . 
13. Machi^e7;tqols.(lathes, • .pressep , and mill ing machines ) 
14> Pneumatic .dri l ls, , e tc . , .for, mining . 
, 15-.• Lorries^ jeeps, passenger cars,, .omnibuses andt trolley-buses 
16.-¡Tractors and., accessories for agricultural. use 
17-- Spare parts for motor-vehicles 
18;.: Lifts,;,goods- l i f t s and travel l ing ..cr^nesvfor industrial use 
• :"id.9v.-Crane9-i.ipi.other port .equipment.. . 
20v Equipment for internal transport.; other .industrial, t ran^ort equipment 
( installations for loading and unloading coal arid ores, wheat,' e t c . ) 
21-. Dockyard equipment 
22. , Road-building equipment 
23. Petroleum extraction and dr i l l ing equipment ( d r i l l s , derricks arid 
pumping equipment) - '•' : ' : 
2 4 . Equipment for ' petroleum ref ining ¿nd -the petrochemical'industry 
25. 'Machinery !and'equipment for the'"jSulp" 'and paper industry. • • 
. - /26. -Railway 
E/(S. 12/5.24., 
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26% Railway goods wagons arid passenger coaches'; 'spare1 parts- (trud-ks, 
couplings, wheels, air. brakes, and.§prin!gs) , 
27. Diesel locomotives 
28. Railway signalling equipment and equipment for e lectr i f icat ion 'o f* 1 
railway l ines ..... 
29. Ifydraulic turbines . . 
30. Boilers for industrial use ~ — 
31. Transformers and other heavy e lec tr ica l equipment f i 'J^ '^. 
32. Pieces and parts for a ircraf t engines • ¿- . 
33. Equipment f o r rural industries (skimmers, etc. : : : 
34» Combines ; • .^•'-.^ •i. " : • : , ; . , ; ; - o . ; 
Machinery ,e9.^iPment- or ; the t ex t i l e industries 
3 6 . Jfetchinery for saw-mills { n.-'o.!: >-
-V;.; : : -The ma^,¡raw n^t<e£ials and semi-manufactured goods might be sub-
"'¿equently-added to: the pe£lodic/-inventor.y,-.-ascriol^oitfsi.:-. 
1. Products of the iron and steel industry, including non-current steels 
2. Copper wire and rol led products • ; ^ -i->-f,.v; ,^ 
3. Pulp; newsprint .>.^1 
4. Forgings and raw castings • • 
5. Basic petrochemical products ---.o/f ...h.; ^ 
6. Fert i l i zers and insecticides . : . 0 . . ; : 
7- Steel and cast iron .tubing 
Veneer and plywood 
9. Fibre board * . r : . ¡ , . • . 
o 
/Annex I I 
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Annex I I 
BACKGROUND DATA ON * SE^ÇTE^ INTEREST' FOR STUDIES: 
ON THE LATIN AMERICAN REGIONAL MARKET _ 
Country '" • : f...... • , f. 
Commodity 
Period or date to which the information refers ., , „. • 
Source of data ''""" '' •;• 
1. (a) Name of enterprise ... r- -
(b) Location ; ' 
•v '":ir -r\ 
( c ) Date.^at -Wh^ ch manufacture of ^the art ic le was beguri :: ^ 
2f Characteristics of the ar t i c l e (model>j dimen i^pjrjLS $nd other spe-
3# Supplementary''cfefca? *-(manufactpring:. pvp&edure,.. standards,, similarity 
;;r:irto tenown wo^ld^market, m^kes. and any other analogy' which'' may" lfielp> to 
give a more exact idea oiSf characteristics" arid' , ;; 
4. Foreign participation *' 
(a ) Capital " * ' ' * •  
(b) Patents ' ' 
( c ) Technical assistance 1 
(d) Experts or technicians " - - . > • 
5. Other goods manufactured in the same plant . :.. 
6. Indications of size of enterprise (one or more the -fol lowing) 
(a ) Volume and/or value of annual production 
(b) Total number of personnel employed 
( c ) Total investment 
7. Approximate indication of degree of ut i l izat ion of installed 
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8# Imported raw materials 
(Percentage of f i na l value of commodity represented by imports of 
raw materials, semi-finished products and parts) 
9. Exports 
(a ) Previous sales abroad (volume, market of destination, e t c . ) 
(b) Appraisal of regional market poss ib i l i t ies 
( c ) Avai labi l i ty of catalogues and/or price l i s t s /Yes/ /No/ 
(d ) Indications of sale prices (approximate relation to world 
market prices at a speci f ic rate of exchange) 
10, Expansion projects /Under way/ /Under study/ 
/Under negotiation/ /None/ 
Short description of projects (type of a r t i c l e , maximum capacity, 
probable date at which manufacture w i l l be begun,, foreign part ic i -
pation,etc. ) 
Other remarks : 
/Annex I I I 
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PRELIMINARY TABULATIONS OF IMPORTS OF CAPITAL GOODS 
AND DURABLE CONSUMER GOODS IN SELECTED 
LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES 
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Table 1 
SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES: IMPORTS OF CAPITAL GOODS, 1955 







Agricultural machinery and implements 
Industrial machinery and equipment a/ 
Transport and communications 
Total 
Brazil 
Agricultural machinery and implements 
Industrial machinery and' equipment a/ 
Transport and communications -
Total 
Chile 
Agricultural machinery and implements 
Industrial machinery and equipment a/ 
Transport and communications 
Total 
Mexico 
Agricultural machinery and implements 
Industrial machinery and equipment a 
Transport and communications 
Total 
Peru . 
Agricultural machinery and implements 
Industrial machinery and equipment a/ 
Transport and communications 
Total 
Uruguay 
Agricultural machinery and implements 
Industrial machinery and equipment a/ 
Transport and communications 
Total 












































































a/ The following groups are included under the head of industrial machinery and 
equipment: power generators; machinery, for.mining,, .construction-and other -
uses; and e lectr ica l machinery, equipment and appliances as specified in 





SELECTED LATIN AMERICffi^MTHIES-i .'IffiQSTS OF CAPITAL GOODS 
(POWER GENERATORS), 1955-57 


















1 193v;  
- 1 850 
649 
-, 330 ; 
1 2 003 
Petrolj '- 'paraffin, 



















1 029 ; 1 -592 
1 394 - .226 
; ..... 
6 769 274 
1 274'; :.^: 257...:, 
3 054 : 
3 05Q 1J11 
•'•••• 3' 735 • -421. 
4 006 
Table 3 
"SELECTED I^TIN AMERICAN;CcluiiTklES: IKPQR.TS: OF.. CA^ X jAL.;&pDS' 
(AGRI.buTTURAL MCyjijEHt/'AND IMPI^IENTS);, , .. 
* (Thousands'" of dol lars) i r.," 
Branch of 
industry. - Year 
Argen-
ti-rià- Brazil. . Chile: , Mexico 
[J fifrL. 
Peru ..-, .. . - - - L guay -
fechin^ry. and equipment' .•*• 
for agriculture (harvest-
ers, sWe&irtg machine®, 
etc. 1955 1 188 
. , 1956 1 5.09 
i. 1957 '803; . 
Tractors for 'agricultural; 7/ 
machiriery or other • '•••*'• 
purposes: spare parts . 1955 39 3Q1 
1956 46 061" 
, .,1957 24 031 
579 233 
755- 287 -v .v . 















. : 1193 
6 ß72 t 1 729 
5.520... l 669 
6 542' 3:353: 
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Table b 
SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES: IMPORTS OP CAPITAL GOODS (MACHINERY FOR MINING, 
CONSTRUCTION AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL USES), 1955-57 ... 1 .'.': 
(Thousands of dollars) 
Branoh of industry Year Argentina* -^-Brazil • Ghile Mexico Perú 
" 2 767 15 331 " " f 7?cr  " 9 3<&  • 13-660-
2 781 14 565 4 999 16 052 15 589 
3 109 1+2 071 5 978 16 1+35 16 998 
« ...464 849 1 482 • • • 3 46l 
38 3Ö4 —-3-655-- • • • 4 861 
504 1 260 6 721 » « * 5 490 
390 1 306 486 2 574 1 234 
62 111 859 • 3 54o l 454 
; 318 , 1 824 1 970 3 331 2 017 
.1 081 3 039 . 1 376 4 719 l 308 
511 •3 >+98 1 732 6 095 l 621 
2 668 6 512 2 m 5 24o 1 822 
Uruguay 
Machinery for construction 
Sewing rcaohines -and spars .parts 
Typewriters and spare parts 
Calculating,and book-keeping 
machines, cash registers and 
spare ports 
Iron bearings: ba l l bearings 
Machinery and equipment for the 
textile, industry 
Optioal instruments and photogra-
graphic equipment 
Miscellaneous machinery and 
motors," and spare ¡¿arts 
(I r- if :r . ..- , .. 
Machine-tools for metal work 
Industrial tractors 
Machinery for wood work 
Pneumatic tools and machinery 
Maohinery for the pulp and paper 
industry , . , 
Sound recorders, proyectors and 
spare parts fo r cinematographic 
equipment • , „.,., 
Appliances and instruments for 
hydrography, navigation, meteoro-
logy, and geophysics. Scientific 
apparatus 
Calculating equipment, thermome-
ters, taximeters, machinery and 
apparatus for tasting 
Physical properties of industrial 

































































* . * * 
















' '6 149 
., 906 
1+ 940 
























• • • « » • • » • • •• • • • • • • 
• • « 
2 I30 
• • • 
•"2 23I 
• • • 
2 996 
• • • 
• • • 
1 056 2 286 3 833 • • 0 
1 558 1 98I 4 800 • • • 
• « » 137 230 • « • 
• • • 178 251 • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
124 • • • 328 _ 
• • • • • « 
600 
• • • • • • 
« • » » • • 
314 
• •• 
• • • 
• • • 
687 • • • 402 • • * 
1 172 
• • • 
t • • -
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
•• • 
301 
• • • 
• • • n  • • • • 
• • • 
, • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • « 
• • • 
• • • • • « • • • 
1 5 3 
• •• 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • • • 1 4 2 • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • 
187 • • • 
• « • • •• 
• • • • « • 
170 
• • • 
908 
« • • 
» « t 
198 
• • * 
• #• 
• • • 
131 729 252 • • • 
- 262 - - 6.84 . 2.19. . • • 
170 908 198 • •• 
I3I ÏI? 252 • •• 262 684 219 • • • 
274 2 632 • • • 224 
479 3 462 » • • 204 
5*5 4 761 • • • ' 232 
3 953 164 • « • 
• • • 5 921 221 • • • 
0 • • 5 863 250 • •• 
/Table 5 
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Table 
S&ECTED IMPdiiTS OP CAPITALS-GOODS'' ••''' 
(ELECTRICAL 'MACHINERY''EQUIPMENT,• AND'APPLIANCES 
-(•Thousands- -of -dollar-a) 
•i •'•.'•.•' {' \ 1 
; Year 
Argen 
tina Brazil'-X N 1 ) >'•' 
CMile i4exico Peru "Uruguay 
Geijie'rators "r , •  " 1955 529 1: ¿84 ' 6.62 
• 1 M' 
': 1.; 
1 518 2 010 1 175 
"1956 0 4 6 5>64.7 •'925 3. 542 1 958 340 
•. 1. -: i' .s 1 
1 ' ' ' J : - \ .. "' i 
1957 .'•355 4;285 V-483 4 192 . 3. l.c 6 . -....,28.0 
Electr ic motors and [ .'.'1955 1 -908 ..'738 " 496 j 
spare parts* 
•».' * \ '< 
" 1 9 5 6 "292 1-695 r ' 7 8 6 ,3. 353 1 103 • « « 
» » » 
1' •• . 1957 
; - 4 9 8 1: £¿1 1 748 3 515 : 1 027-
« * > ' 
Switchboards^ 1955 
-> - J 
;;"278 2/752 1 160 ; O < "» • • • 




• - -127 
• ' e 
- - 42 
4-627 
3 873 
1 0 9 3 
1. 631 
;" • • • 
• * * * 1 " •' 
• • • • • i 
V' < r-y....... 
Transformers and 
<convertors ^ ' 1955 ' » • • • 4- 981 1 „434 .605 1 066 
a * - • *« b , t 
! 1956 • • « t ' r- '3-783 ' " ' 6 0 0 ; 873 1 408 O 6 • 
*" •»< 
• • T ^ 
' 1957 « « 3 ' 5 846 -I . 841 . 578 I 269 0 • • 
• \ • 
Rheostats v • 1955 
.» » 1 
• ® ® 4 0 « 
• » • 
. « > • « «• 
.. . ' 226 • • « • • 0 
• * » » » u 
• 11 •» » >. .. 
1956 
' 1957 
• « « 
• 0 m 
.i •)!• " * • 
. 1 • 
e 0 • 
< • • 
* * • • • 
214 ' 





SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES: IMPORTS OF CAPITAL GOODS 
(TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT), 1955-57 
(Thousand's âf : idol lars) 
Branch industry 
•i 




Locomotives "and" spàre 'pàrt s"C1956' 
, - / I °-957 















Lorries, and delivery-vans, Jynw 
including coac-hwork 
Chassis for buses and 
lorr ies _ / 
..•• f • I*. 
Accessories arid spare " 
parts for passenger 
cars and. lorr ies 
Aircraft and- -1.-- .1 
accessories"0 
Other.. vehicle s-and— 
spare parts 



















Anchors and grapnels, and 
dock equipment Ll957 
Radiotéléphonie sets and «f^oef 
their component s „Televisionln am 
sets 1'->( 
Telephone and telegraph \ -L956 




Electr ical measuring 
in s tr\oments 
21 142 547 
9 067"- 4 521 







i 1 979-. 
. i 269- -
; :.v 800 . , 
6 855 
: 44 672' ' 
106 210" 
10 341 ' 
- 3 416... 




































4 549 935 
1 - 8 1 0 126-
3 338 6 3 69 
13 
42 • » 
4 • • • 
867 401 
1 252 1 697 




3 222 3 087 
7 102 2 710 
15 238 1 245 
2 566 
2 593 
4 524 r . 
357 2 482 
492 3 630 


























' 7 8 
139 
• • • 
. • • - , ¡ '. 




51 685 440 650 3 504 72 
20 519 267 45 8 4 642 38 
185 1 570 490 638 5 568 59 
1 965 8 209 658 6 3 22 404 425 
5 098 7 936 1 013 4 888 1 582 201 
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Table .7; 
GOODS^ 'I955 ,-57 
_ (Thousands o f -do l lar ) 
Branch of1 Indus try Year "'- ' " Brazi l 'Chile Mexico Peru Uruguay una 
Refrigerators and 'refriger-
ating machinery.." 
Passenger-cars and chassis 
Electr ic X&xis, bowers, e tc . 
1955" 987' 1 524 
1956.. 780.. 966 
1957 * 1 292 : 1 511 
1955 11 989 4 627 
1956 * 14 750;.-.'4 357 




Air-conditioiiing equipment' 1 1955 
Clocks 
Heaters, stoves, ranges, : 
























5 521 28 169 
5 042 78 168 
4 53.5 71 301 






.824 2 30i 
. .828 2 093 







2 539 I - 614 
3 229 744 
3 079 842 
6 840 4 655 
10 210. 1 512 
11 028 4 361 
2,40 ( . . . 
6 3 1 " / » . V 
4 0 2 ' 
67 










SUMMARY OF INDUSTRIAL INVENTORY DATA FOR 
ARGENTINA, BRAZIL, COLOMBIA AND CHILE 
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^ 1. Motor-vehicles 
Although the; assembly and.-manufacture of.eoachwork had.-.started 
before, the maiiui^ctwe of:motor-vehicles .may;be -said to .have begun in I :. 
Argentina in .the ' thirt ies> .with -th;e -small^séale, produc'titen ofxchas-sis - • 
for hispano-Argentifta /lorries rand-buses operated. ;by Diesel engines.. . 
This equipment ,wasvusie.d.: with; gre^t success for urban and suburban 
passenger tr^nspGrt, but production was discontinued because the enterprise 
found i t more.,:profitable, t o manufacture small.arms, which/were- exported 
during the Second World War* ; • . • • • • 
The -mass production of- l ight , delivery ;v.ans a,nd g^eps. was launched,: -
after the wa^.in a..plant;;.annexed./bo the mil i tary-factory producing a i r - : 
craft-equipment, at.:<Córdoba; :;in 1957.--light passenger-cars -were also: 
produced,- t:he. engines beiijg..imported, :y} • . . " 
(Early- in 1956,, a second -factory (Kaiser Argentina, --S.A¿), allsó in ; 
Cordoba,-began mass, production of l ight motor-vehicles:(jeeps, jeep vans 
and station-wagons: ) and.:the- corresponding engines, while/passenger-cars • 
were added in .19-58¿ Output figures for the last two years were as.' ""0 \i 
fol lows: : 
( U i ' i t s ) 
Kaiser Argentlná, A, ' ... ' ; 
Jeeps • • (two-wheél'and : four-wheel drive ) 







Sta:t'ic)h-wagonis '''(twd^whéeí- áíid four-wheel drive) 4 929 
Passenger-cars•• •(4-door: sáloohs ) ' 
Dinfia 
Passenger-cars and station-wagons 
light delivery vans 
5. 200 
T 0 t a. 1 15 104 . 29 O i l 
r/ Provisional; figyirps 
.• •; r 
/imports of 
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Imports of spare parts %av^-feTCrf-replaced" to a steadily increasing 
extent by 'domestic: production.; Accjording'to. estimatea, the value; of 
such.-imports.; in-195& Averaged*±50 ^cG^afcs-per and" 425 dollars • per 
station-wa'goftp but: i t iis: hoped that in 1959 these figures w i l l be/ 
reduced ;to. :50-arid . 250 dollars.; respectively, or ^ less than/3;':and' 10 
per cant/.of "the:. c».io;f:. value of/the vehicles concerned. i |/ 
"This expansion/of ..production^ and. the.e or re lat ive progress in 
import: substitution,.' wese possible by.-virtue, of two developments. The ' ' 
f i r s t was the organization of a network of establishments'engaged in the 
manufacture.[of parts, representing/a.'"foreign/exchange•investment' of 
approximately 3-million dollars, 'and employing- about-25 000/workers. The'»'-'/ 
second was..la considerable 'enlargement o f -.Argentiria'r's-' foundry• and; Torgihg ; ' 
capacity, which in the next few years .should easily exceed the require— 
ments. ;o£\the ^mator-vehicle- industry! and":its' growth in the near/futUre. 
;.: • -It i s ieatimated that: more .than-35 *Q00 unit's/will be produced in • 
1959* -.-A light';Alfa—'Romeo ^saloon car," output^of which' will/amount' -to'/ 
10 000 units, w i l l be added..to "the -models1 hitherto- manufactiired-. ^ "' •'•'••• 
Early in 1958 the mil itary plant concluded an agreement with a° ' ' 
German f-trm ,:(borgward) for the joint production of lorr ies and passenger-
cars (Isabella, type).. Under the terms of this agreement, immediate 
production "targets are as fol lows: in the f i r s t year (1959), 4:Q0Q. 
lorries;,..i,n .the second, .5.000 lor r i es and ,1 000passenger-cars; .and, in 
the third, 6 000 lorr ies ,and 4 000 passenger-cars, while output w i l l .... 
to ta l 50 Q0(X units whenthe, factqry.'s m^j^wi rproductior^.level is-..reached* 
Other, projects for the installation of -For4 lorry, and Citroen 
passenger-car factories are s t i l l in their i n i t i a l phase, so that 
possible production targets cannot be estimated as yet. A plant f o r " " 
the manufacture of Mercedes-Benz lorr ies has already been installed 
and will_enter into production shortly. 
To encourage the e$t.&biishment of motor-vehicle industries in ' 
Argentina, a system has recently been introduced f ix ing import substitution 
targets in respect of spare parts in annual production programmes. 
One factor which has a l imiting e f f ec t on the expansion prospects of 
Argentina's motor-vehicle industry is the production capacity of the 
/network of 
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netwd'rk' -'of sparg-patt•ntantifa'Cturers - -whielr w i l l also" have to ; supply the 
new ehfre-rprise's!-prodding tractor&'i" - ••' •  • 
•Argentina'mbt'Or-TvfeiiiSle-'.'-lfi^rket' has'-' fo-r-m&ny gears' been badly x-*r:.r 
under-supplied a s ' S ' e su l t ' of" impb-rt- restrl'etibnsV-- 'When- imports • o f - '' 
motor-vehicles were-'; -p'enfiittfed • again/ "atj'the -end-. 1955> faith • heavy ' 
surcharges- which--virere- subsequently 'St i l i further l&creased, purchases' 
abroad wer6 few'in-rel^Ltioil- t o demand¿ - - -v'-' 
'At 'the present^ the' number of moter-vehicled' per ' c a p i t a " / "•••• 
- including jeeps and statii6n^wagohs'' is"v%ry'little1-higher' -than^aJi"' 
19'2#y'-;,and- the' average -age • of*;the:park'"-'feiceedk'-i'O 'years',- - ; :it :? i s therefore 
unlikely that iri iiie,:r$ir£t' :f few''jy-e&r sv but'put wi l l ; suf f ice tfr allow b'f' 
any very considerable exports to other Latin American countries. 
Production of motor-o'yc»i:es 1&-QO0 
units in 195#i' with '''ap^^okimiteiy '35'; percent ' of " imported parts;'' This 
industry'-has''be'riefited considerably the existence of the plants 
manufacturing"'motbr^^^ '" No-infoitiiation Is ¿o' far available 
as to whether i t h&s:'M'grri:^ ^^¿grairaii'es'/'but1 the" domestic 
market easily absorbs current output«, " - - : 
It• 'is 'well ' febtori'''h'6w'' thoroughly-" and bn wtiat broad "bases the' motor 
vehicle''industry i's'beihg :brgSnifced;- in Brazil , where' i t 'represents ' a 
tota l investment of 400 mill ion dollars, half of which'corresponds to 
assembly and : M l f • to the' 'prodtietI6ri'"6f part^'- a^',:ebikpbhent^-for -
assembly l ines. In the present report only a br ie f review'of the 
curreAE statu^' o f the programme"''will 'attempted," and a more " detailed 
study w i l l be l e f t for the next revision"'of 'tMs' inventory. ' 
Production in I960, estimated on the basis of the projects •approved, 
targets 'proposed'by the"' Government. '" " ' ' 
" ' ' " -v J- "-' Government " Manufacturers1 
-.o.;;:.-- • i / . i . L - C i - ^ l 'i- ;o o •:.•'.-•'• ' ; t a r g e t - production forecast 
Lorries-,, v' -n, ; , . . • • ^ > ;v •• j ; 8 0 OQO 'unit^ - 82 000 units 
Jeeps • : • c.;•• T -.^ .-rio 25^000^'^- ' 27' 000 » 
Statioii-wagons iand-)&im:ilar v e h i c l e s c U^34 !000-; 11 
Passenger-cars.-' V. VRI.= - ^ s l - A o v : I O • • • : ^ Q . . Q Q Q ' I O I > O I:1S ¿ 7 • Q Q Q ; » 
Total, . • : ••..':!:•• ir.ic ] ^ .S^jQ 000^riits^'210 006 units 
, /The 1958 
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• The-1958 production, f igure. 6.7^ 000. vehicles - /will .ja,ser/to. over. 
110,000 units in the course of the current year, Ipiport coe f f ic ients 
( in terms of .weight), which at:. present .stand at; 75..per cent for;-jeeps 
and 65. peri-cent for; other vehicles,..should.increase by the end. of the . 
year to-90 and 75 per .cent, respectively;« ;X)f. the vehicles manufactured^ 
several are, already being f i t t e d with,Brazilian engines .(Mercedes-Benz;, 
l o r r ies and Willys products)« During the present, year, i t w i l l be made, 
compulsory for not only the .engine,but also the. gear-box, gears, rear 
and front, a x l e s e t c . , pp be. domestically-prpduced. 
Since the :changes, recently introduced, the, fol lowing are the models 
that are .now being .manufactured or. for which the plant i s under pons- . 
truction: 
Lorries (medium-weight and heavy) and buses ,. . . , 
,r, 5 types with, petrol engines, which w i l l be manufactured by the .^ 
Ford, General Motors and International Harvester, companies; and 
4. types with Diesel, engines, made by Mercedes-Benz, Vemag-bcania-
Vabis and Fabrica NaQional de Motores Alfa-Romeo.. 
J eeps 
Wil lys, Vernag-DKW and Toyota w i l l be the types manufactured,. The 
Land Rover project was approved, but i s apparently not being put 
into execution,,. , , 
So-called ut i l i tar ian vehicles ( l i ght l o r r i es , vans, l ight del ivery 
vans and station-wagons) , 
The Ford, General Motors, Volkswagen, Vemag-DKW and Willys enter- , 
priees w i l l produce f i v e models, ( 
Pas s eng er-c ars i . 
The following 7, models w i l l be manufactured: Romie, Volkswagen> 
Vemag-DKW, Renault (Dauphine), and Aero-Willys. The Borgward, 
. - . 0 ;Hercedes-Benz' an$ Alfa Romeo projects for the Isabel la, Mercedes 
• i; tr 190. and Alf^.;-Romeo medium model were also approved, but there > 
seems*to be some doubt about their execution. The Renault 
(Dauphine) model w i l l be manufactured by WillysrGverland,. w i th the 
authorization1 of the ,French maker, while investment tn. equipment 
. "will b,e effected;,by Willys1 own manufacturers in Braz i l . This -
la t t e r company has announced i t s intention of producing another 
type of passenger-car (the Aero-Willys )0 
/The following 
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•»••/.r-1 ^ T-tie* fo'iiowlhg vehicles already- b-eirig manufactured and are running 
on the roads of Brazi l : FM4,^ -''General Motors 'and Mercedes-Benz lorr ies ; 
Wil lys, Vemag-DKW and Toyota jeeps; ut i l i tar ian vehicles made by Volks-£: 
wagen (Kombiv vans } ,--Willyi ;:fstatitin-wagohs f o r lfarm 'tise:)> V§mag~DKW 
(station-wagons); and Vemag-DKW and Volkswagen passenger-carsw 
•';Ar^'smiiriari'sed"account of-the' characteristics of some of the pirbjects 
under 'way-13 •giveh' -b'^ lowe-: V'' 'v;; - - • : ? 
Mercedes^-Benz do :BfrasiI;;:B;A:;' 
• -Lorry, model 321/Diesel engine, ?5 HP at 2,40U rpm. 
lorry , model 331y/"125}'HP/Diesel engine/ : 
" P r o j e c t s arb aidbt for the-:manufacture of- lorr ies and buses in the 
near :futur'6;, •with 0Mu32'6'; and''M-336''engines' (160 HP at 1,800 rpm and 42 HP 
at 3 j - r p m , • respectively) ¿^  •>"••••' r-..-- v . • • . 
"Wiliy's-QVerJ.and do: BVabil^ S.Ay:;- • 
^/illy^- jfeep ahd vst"atibn--wagon;'for farm use^ petrol7 engine, 6 Cylinders 
in-line-/ cyCiricf^ capacity 161 cubic ihcHfes> maximum potential 60 ahd 90 
"••HP ;at; 2/400-and 4/2t)0 rpm, respectively^ - - • • '••••• 
Mihufacture of the f i r s t ' passenger-cars is- expected 'to'" begin by'the 
end' ox 1959o- ' 1 v • ; • ' ' — " • -
'Chevi-clfet l i gh t de l ivery variv -'' • • •' 
; :Chevrolbt: lorry ,model 6 5 0 3 ' 
Ford' Motors do B r f e l i ; SaAt = v.r;... - } ' • : - "-• ' 
Medium-weight lor ry , F-350, V-8 petrol engine, Y block, 16? 
" H e a ^ ; l o r r y , • ' — . J"'i . - - o k - - • • 
" '-Light 'delivery van,:1?~±Q0. ' '' i - v ; : : •"•'•* r,.v r-.i.:..'-: 
; The' niamf act!ure bf i Ford passenger^6ars -i-s-:'under' study;anct'-Wbtild 
en®ail RelativelyiMd;dsi~; addit ion^ 
Vemag-'^ -'S.Ay' A^iiculiurai vehicles and- machinery ":' * 1; ' ; 0 L''lJ L' •1; J*•' '-
- Vemag-Dffl statio'n-wagbn; twb-strbke engine,- 40 "HP ;at 4-j250:rpm,?" •r"::" 
cylinder's'-' in ¿ine,J viithout valvers, cyliftder:; capacity 900 'cubic* centimetres. 
•'-V&nag-BKW pass^nger-e-a?^witK:'''the':• saute-engine.:-'• i; 
• Scania-Vabis^75 Ibrry i ) ; 
/There i s 
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..... i f . . . a . f p . r ; thevina^ufacttur^,.of .tractors with the author-
izat ion of Mas$€y-Ferguson of,Toronto (Canada)* ; , 
Jeep, Toyota "Land Cruiser" type, ó^cylinder .engine of 120 HP .at 3,600 
rpm, cylinder .capacity 3 > . 8 8 8 . 9 C « , . ... . 
Export pjqspects for Braz i l ] s motqr-^ 
that this industry may suf f ice in i t s e l f to revolutionize the country's 
position in the intra-regional balance of payments* The possibi l i t ies^ 
concerned cover not only finished vehic les, hut also .parts and spares«, 
With the establishment of a large-scale motor-vehicle industry, 
demanding the,manufacture of part^,.and.spares to represent a high propor-
t ion - to 95 per.cent - .o f the ;value .of the vehicles concerned, the 
manufacture of motor-vehicle parts in Brazil is undergoing a radical 
transformation. This long-established industry, which in the past confined 
jLJtS .activit ies to t^e manufacture.,in „email .quantities of an immensely wide 
variety of ^a^s . f o r the .different, .models in .use,, .is now rapidly adapting 
i t s e l f to lower cost requirements, stricter.adherence to specifications and 
punctual deli-very to meet the motor-vehicle manufacturers1 deadlines. To 
accustom themselves to a system of mass production, many enterprises are 
endeavouring to act upon the incentives offered by the. Grupo Executive da 
Indùstria Automovilfstica (GEIA), a federal body .to which .they have .submit-
ted projects fo r the modernization and expansion of their plant. . The time-
l imit for the presentation of such projects expired on 28 February 195?$ 
but witti sespec^tjO m^ny^pf^them^np decision has as yet been reached« I t 
is therefore preferable to postpone detailed description of Braz i l ' s motor-
vehicle parts industry until this inventory isr revised in the ne.ar future. 
.Several^activities ancilla^_to. the motor-vehicle industry and..capable 
of being turned to account in other s.ectors. and for other goods ,are als# . 
being developed« A case in point i s the medium forging industry^ which . 
must necessarily .evolvo in th.e ^.reptipn of producing lorry axles», gear-
boxes, e t c . , and w i l l be. able to ..supply the,railway, equipment industry.^r. 
ship-building, petroleum ^drillin^ .and, extraction, and other act iv i t i es « 
To meet the needs of Braz i l ' s motor-vehicle industryj three large 
forging establishments are under construction (Krupp,, ;CQBRASMA and SIFCO 
do Bras i l ) , each of which has an approximate annual production capacity 
/of 10,0U0-
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of ri0,0UQr»12.j-U(i!.0-tons.,- .in line.with ttye require-
ments referred t o , , . I f *faotpri§sTwere expanded or.worked double shi f ts , 
they-Would be able-to supply ..other Latin American,pountri§s. .with forgings, 
either raw- or processed (on§ of these enterprises j C0B5ASMA:.- .will be able 
to deal with, them in- i ts ov/n; machine.., shop)* • -...,*..: r.:. 
. Bicycles and- motors-scootersare ¿also ^ manufactured, in Brazi l , The 
relevant information m i l be given in- , t^ereused v^r.sipji ; this .report, 
2; . Electrical household appliances, refrigerators for commercial.use, 
radio and te levis ion sets  
1 • Production of durable-; consumer- goods, of j^his type h^s been developed in 
a l l .the countries- under, reyiew, although.to. the greatest extent in; those 
where; demand'.has -been- steadiest, and most intensive, while at the same time 
imprvrt ; d i f f i cu l t i e s -¿lave created a situation favourable to, the growth of 
such industries, 
• Hence t j ie manufapt^re of: refrigerators ¿v wa.shi.^-machir\es and dryers, 
l iquidizers^ f lopr^ol ishers. and, other' hpusehpld ^appliances has attained 
•very high figures .in ^tme countries:. ^ 
In Argentina considerable impetus was given to these industries during 
the: .warand :at the pr-esent time domestic market supplies.are satisfactory 
from the standpoints of both quantity and quality. 
The 'fpll^m^g.iis::.-a.;br:egk^down ,qf the establishments producing the goods 
in. question, on an industr ia l scale :(apart. from small assembly . l ines) , almost 
,aH-of which-are situated i n or around.the .city..¡of Buenos Aires: .. 
" " -o- ; Number-of establishments 
n' Refrigerators --vv-ji.-.. .¡'v • _ ...r- }55; • 
. Washing^achine^ v. ;; • • .4 ;>35-
Liquidizers 1 37' 
Floor-polishers"" :"nr V- • .:' , -• .24 
Number of units produced 
In 1957 
1 "'••;' 'Refrigerators b/ 202,064 c/ 
"' ;:feshing-machihes o--;;: • : 168,050 c/ 
\ - ; Floor-polishers .a¿-.:-\: -.//Kix-.S: 70,000 d/ 
• Liquidizers . 130,000 d/ 
a/ As some establishments manufacture two or'more of the art ic les l i s t ed , 
the tota l does not correspond to establishments of a l l kinds, . 
'' '^ ; l r ic l i idihg absorption, paraf f in, gas and commercial refr igerators; 
Manufactures of these four types are estimated to represent less 
than 10 per cent of the to ta l , 
c j O f f i c i a l stat ist ics supplied by the National Stat ist ical Service 
(Dirección Nacional de Estadística), 
d/ Estimate. /All oarts 
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, , , A l l parts are manufactur ed^ 1incluSiftg andJ sealed units „fori 
refr igerators, 'and'only ' t K e m a t e r i e i l i s imputed'. .^7 , 
In. previous years ¿xpoft's t r"ii-feighb'iftirln^- cotintiues:"^especi&Lly Chile 
and Uruguay) were affected'Jcki V''¿iraall sbaie. -But 'there.-are establishments 
specializing in the production 'oFjG'oiiimeicial '•r^fi<i'@eratnr3> whp,sve current 
capacity would enable'sufcstarifo . to. made. Again, 
the expansion .»f production of other tjrpes of refrigerators, to. ^e.t-the ^ 
requirements o f "the"Latin-
.•nly up#n adequate supplies of sheet, >.". 
The assembly of ':radi# receivers sound recorders, :•.as.<w.e3Ll--'as the 
manufacture of many of their parts (including- ValVeal^iS-' art-..rindustry 6f,-. 
re lat ive ly long standing'in Ar'gentiha^'-' si'nce- it"was1 "established-iover-twenty 
years ago. In recent year's ' i t ' has'been 'ex£aM6d ^ :handleftfter a s o f 
• t e l ey is i tn sets. • : < .< fy..:;•••• 
. Many of the parts that are maiiufac^urecf in^A^gentina •.('dty -and. e lectro-
l y t i c condensers, carbon resistances,' cbils,'/transfbrm'ersr-and'tuning ;equip--
...ment ) could be exported to other Latin A^eric'ari• ^ #untries'}to''isuppi^ ttoeir 
assembly industries« " " ' • " * • . 
Air-conditioning units are alfen manufactured : for : both residential ¿and 
industrial use. ' *'f' " ••'""" '"'*• '• • 
Although the manufacture of':electrical : 'household appManeesr^liquidizers^ 
f loor-pol ishers, vacuum-cleaners, itiixers, etc; J'-has only recently bpen.;; 
developed in Brazil , the industry has; al'^aldy reached an? advanced• -stgge, 
-te^hni^iaiy the size of the establishments and the internal 
organization of the leading enterprises being ve^y. satisfactory* 
During recent years this industry has befen1- meeting'the. whole of Brazi l 's 
requirements, and imports are virtual ly non-existent* ...... V.L , ., 
•The following i s an approximate estimate of the industry1 s output in 
1 9 5 8 : . 
- '-' • — Number of units 
•v, "''' Liquidizers 300,000 
; ( ' • Floor-polishers . ' ^ 1 5 0 , 0 U 0 
Electric fans . • ; : : ^  . • -. •350,000 
•' 1 • Vacuum-cleaners , ; 70,000 
• Electric...mixers 40,000 
. ; Electric^razors., 50,000 
•• ' • r ' ' • "i , i . . • /int.ernal production 
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Internal production costs for the f i r s t f i v e items on.. the f-list place 
the industry in a position t « compete òn tiie; world - market • .m.t&out.griyi- < 
leges or subsidies, provided that the Brazilian exporter can se l l his.-
export earnings on the free-exchange màrkét, as has he en the c^se. recently* 
jOn an average, 20 per cent of the firiàl" value of the ar t ic le ..produced 
i s represented by imported raw materials, intermediate products or .sup-, 
plementary parts,» Broadly speaking, the proportion óf imported materials . 
- which, varies f o r each, item i s s t i l i ' s o re lat ively: high because of the 
large^ part play ed..hy .non-f ^rrtus metal S: and 'their alloys (samack^ .etc. ) in 
the manufacture of. e lectr ica l household appliances, especially liquidizers«, 
The,estimated annual increment of about 5^10 per cént.in demaiid^for. 
e lectr ical household appliances on the Brazilian- market i s attributable, 
both to the,, growth of the population and to the r i s e in average real income. 
The dynajiiic. quality imparted by this circumstance t o thè group, of products 
concerned- may afford a substantial margin : Ìòr thè-supplementing .of domestic 
production,.with imports, of similar art ic les ' from other ^Làtin American .. 
countries* -, , " ' • ^ 
Production p.f refr igerators for housèhpld' use i s . :'distributed.;.among . 
ten enterprises, .most of which are situated in S-ao' Paulo. : In 1958 their 
output, amountedf.to 280,000 units, nearly 150, UGO' of- which;--were-, equipped 
with domestically-ma.nufactur ed compressors^ ' • 
Imported raw materials and parts represent--Oft: an "average.3 per cent 
of the value of refr igerators wi'th a^ domastidaily-produced-sealed.unity 
and 30-per ceni: in the case oi those with an imported compressore The 
la t te r re lat ively high import coetficientails' also partly-..due* -in.:..some 
• ( i • • 
plants?,: to purchases of steel sheet from abroad,1 since the output, of Volta 
Redonda^ so. far Braz i l ' s only producer' of s tee l sheet, is-not large, enough 
to meet-?all.:,requirements. " ' * ' ' 
(The-manufacture of compressors in Bràzil -will- be:-described; later, 
in the paragraph, .on .air-conàitioning and"'ftèàvjr' refr igerating -equipment . ) 
Production of .washing-machines i's at' present distributed among many 
industrial- establishments with a considerablemargin -of ..idle capacity^ 
Although their plant would enable thém to produce"200,000 units yearly, •I -.j 
e f f ec t i ve output in the last few years Was'às -fellows: -, 
1955 10,000 units 
1956 16,000 " 
1957 27,250 " 
« 5 8 55,000 » / A s c o m p a r e d 
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As compared with that of other e lectr ical household appliances (both 
small - li4uidizers,"etc^ - and large - refrigerators, etc. - ) , ths 
production cost of 'was'hing-màchines i s high because there are so'-many 
establishments whose Volume of output i s very small* • •• 
The instal led capacity of the* Brazilian plants manufacturing rodio 
receivers, gramophones and television sets is suff ic ient for an annual 
output of 550,000 receivers and'gramophones and 130,000 te levis ion sets, 
but e f f ec t ive production i s ' f a r below this levels •• 
Imported raw mat eri al s and supplementary "parts show a'high a 
coef f ic ient óf 49 per cehta Brazi l st i l l : imports large quantities 0*: 
electronic valves and TV4 tubes;, which could be:manufactured locally/ o n l y o.f 
a number " technical problems were soìvèd, apart from the need tc 01 g f i u ^ . e 
this l ine of pro due t i ón in l inger series tfian aro warranted by " 'Bravi l i . ' 
current output of finished sets. ' There'arè also technical reasonc frV- n/ib1'-
high import coe f f ic ient « As; a result fof the continued achievements of •  
modern science ( f o r example, colour te lev is ion) , most of the manufacturers 
of TV tubes prefer t * wait unti l technical specifications have become : 
stabilized» They are afraid that, i f they began to manufacture then new, 
the sets leaving the assembly l i rie w i l l became out-of-date overnight:/ The 
same i s true of elèctronic^valves fo r the reception, transmission or 'ariipiv-
f icat ion of sound. As the sizs of thè manufacturing'series of' -the*« ' 
technically more advanced art ic lès i s an important factor in their ecoijo:iiVc> 
production, they may well form the subject of a regional agreement' for the 
l iberal izat ion of trade between the principal industrial countries of 
Latin America« ' ,J 
Many firms make air conditionerse They comprise very d i f ferent 
elements (apparatus for air-conditioning, venti lat ing, heating, • h2 f r i rito:/- -
i'ng, etcc ) and are' for ' both industrial and domestic use; 'The enterprises- : 
concerned do not always operate on a large scalo and many of them' s^rvv: ao 
planning o f f i ces and assembly shops using components bought from sp^cJ.viir-t 
firms, such as f ine-stee l sheet -structure's, evaporaters or worms of » . ^ ' 
tubing, steel-wire f i l t e r s , heavy steel plate water condensers, copper 
tubes', motors, electric remote control switches^ and uFreonn gas •eo^rJK 
sors. Al l these components are made in the-country/although stìmebirio/i ' 
imported raw material, such'as copper/is us'edc 
> ., /Brazilian industxy 
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^Braz i l ian industry,turns.out air and gas compressors,using large 
proportion ,of. domestic, raw materials and sat is fy ing 'a l l " the iieeds^of'the 
internal market ^witfy.the types (of various capacitieb'i' producedv 
"..iAir 'Conipres(sops are...made in models of one or" two' phases-¿;-:With-air--
or w^ter cooling, vert ical , or horizontal cylinders, 'sonte 'iftouritfed."'^ tanks, 
;withva ••rating:^ •of,;•up,;;to 50 .pounds per square" irich"'"(io "attobspher6§ '^'and>-
with a capacity of up to 244 cubic fee t per ndhute,1'' 
Gas compressors for cold storage plants are designed to operate :at 
a rating of 12G';pQuh&su.p;^ inch (8- atmospheres.) and the models 
::vary.:from;vl/^ to ^ftP.«,, ... 
• In-Chile the industries producing refr igeratbrs| WashingnM^hines, 
• :flo6r-polishers.sliqia.disers and other electrical" domestic 
• Use.»eJxtndergping.sintgnsive development in response--tb'-'ihcrsasing .¡demand, 
.L -Th.e. cpyptry no^ „turns out annually"some 10",GOO'' refrig'erators-j, 11^000 
tyashing.^achin.e,§., 9*OUU floor-polishers and re lat ive ly ! large- quantities 
_ . "" " 1 : • :V: i ir'^r- •• 
1 of . other .{appliances« - -
-v. The production of. these art ic les is'expected to ris.!@..:Sii.arply mainly 
b:ec&,use;.more domestic steel -will be available as-;a--result of the enlarge-
•ment of thf ;Huachipato steel mi l l , Using' this cheaper -steely-:C.hiTe, w i l l 
be able to,tuild.^up a large export sector of fer ing attractive prices on 
the international market, ' - • " ; • .. , 
9 j :With-;the:. aid fpur refrigerato'r*factories, ' ah'establishmetit . 
producing: ^ea^ed units ior refr igerators wi l l - ;^art prbduQ.t:ion" .at the end 
'. • '•ft t • , ... - r.-> .... • , .... 
of.this. year. ,7 I t ip._ expected to 'make 12,000" units per year-' and could 
increase,.this .figure.in response to d e m a n d , " t h e moment;-sealed^units 
.are imported but when, they are made loca l ly , the'1 proportion ..of 'imported 
parts in the manufacture of refr igerators wil l ' ' " fal l to'"5-per cent of 
their value. . ;u . •>.. 
' : • •. The .jiianufactur.e „of .clothes-driers and electr ic razors has already 
beerr launched-,with succpss, J!'*"i '" r-'-. 
• .In Colombia the, production of electrical ' appliance^'-for-domestic 
use has only just, been started, S*me items likte refrigerators^ washing-
machines.,-kitchen utoves and heaters'are turned-out i r i "d i f f erent towns 
i n small'jb-ut ^ t e a ^ l y .increasing' qu*antiti'es. : ' . -
Although the imported content i s high because steel sheet.mist be 
/bought abroad, 
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bought abroad, i t .w i l l . . f a l l , considerably when sheet i s produced l oca l l y , 
përhaps -as .a- result of the enlargement of the Paz del Rftv steel mi l l . 
Physical-conditions divide Colombia into separate markets :bétinre£n 
which^ eonununi.catioQS. are d i f f i c u l t and cost ly. Industry i s therefore^ 
•saatt^r.edjj:in-,.small. ce^.res..wt^:c}j>,> precisely because of their posit ion, 
can; supply /areas, of neighbouring countries which are e'qiially i so la t ed -
from each other. In this,.way the flow of local experts had" already- begun 
on à. small scale. . ' '' •"'•'••' ' -
3. Typewriters:tarid accounting machines • . 
The-manufacture, of such , machines. in Latin America i s just "starting. 
In'Argentina, there are. two typewriter factories which-...côvèr market 
needs but. only, with standard models (coircnerciar"ahcf portable'),' ' AIT'the 
parts are domestically-produced but the raw materials are imp6rtM. ;" :The 
production -of . simple calculating machines has begun, but the establish-
ment of a factory for accounting machines is only in the planning stage. 
"-'• In Brazil » • there- are seven specialist f irms, 'although'thë volume of 
•pioduction-is.; s t i l l Inadequate. As in .Argentina, i t " is 'confined to a 
smalL number', o f " models and. s izes. Imports of raw'materials, and' finished 
''aM''Semi>-finishled p^rts -do,.not. exceed 10 per cent in the case oî type-
writers, a proportion which w i l l be reduced in the course of the' present 
yeaiv Simple- calculating^ machines are. being turned out. 1 • : 
In -Chile -and Colombia, this line, of production does not exist . 
•" The fact that .certain producing firms have been ' established 'siimilt-
•a'neously .in various countries . suggests that the time i s ^ripe-for-special-
iz ing ; in. the .manufacture .of. various types as soon as "there i s a regime 
guaranteeing thç freedom• and,u s tab i l i t y of Latin Americaft'trade. -
4* Sewing-machines • : _<. 
Although this l ine of production is f a i r l y recent in Latin America, 
i t has developed, rapidly,to .the. point where there i s ndw'an; ëxport surplus. 
.In^Argentina, 1L establishments cover loca l defend-for domestic 
sewing-machines. .jvQne.of th^m xs_expanding i t s plant. ' : 
The f i r s t attempt made, „in Brazi l , to manufacture sëwing-râaehlnes 
dates.badk to ,1936-, .when the. f i r s t domestic factory1 wàs bi i i l t in the 
c - \ /State of 
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State of Rio Grande do Sul. However, this early .move fa i led in the face 
of foreign cbmp'etitióri¿•• • -Subs;eq,w.ently, the industry developed considerably 
and today i s represented by 10 factories producing sémng-machines-.--. 
Another two manufacture ^d.,spare parts, while 
ten or twelve firms supply assembly shops with.parts-and raw-materials. 
The ten factories represent a tota l investment of about 20 mill ion 
dollars and altogether employ 13,000 persons. 
There are two specialized auxiliary industries, both Japanese enter-
prises, One of them, situated ip Mogidas Cruzes, State nf SSn Paulo, 
make sewing-machine cabinets, using a new process f o r prépáring the wood. 
Another ' factory, in Sao-Paul*,., has begun turning out two of the most 
complex pieces in a sewing-machine - the shuttle and the bobbin box. 
I t s i n i t i a l output i s 20,000 units a month. 
One of the\sewing-machine factories is completely se l f -suf f i c ient 
since it ' produces a l l the pieces i t needs. Another has a l l the material 
necessary, including that for making shuttles 'arid other precision.pieces 
but so far has preferred to import them,. 
•• -Aliiios1¿':^l.f_.the sewing-machine factories import neédlés' (production 
of which is only just beginning in Braz i l ) and at least two other pieces: 
the bobbin box and the .shuttle. 
While the import .-coefficient, for raw materials ahd-additional parts 
i s n i l in some establishments, in others i t varies between 1*5 and.2 per 
cent, with á tendency-to f a l l . J' 1 - r • " ; r - <•-. 
The rapid' progress made in. this sector has given rise to .á production 
capacity which far exceeds the present needs o f - the domestic^market. I t 
amounts to more than 500,000 units per year anid íé'aves a-wide margin of 
i d l e capacity. The real output of domestic sewing—machines i s now 
estimated at 350,000 with a consumption not surpassing 300,0u0, Exports 
and. stocks make up the di f ference. 
Trends'in-production, consumption and imports are estimated rougly 




, . • » ' . r r - . _ . 
'Year Production '' Consumption^ •-'Imports • 
1939 ; "5,0C0 100,000"' 
• 1954 ^ ? 156., COO ; j 215,.000: : , \ . . .58,000 
"ft;,: - r. .. s - . . . 
. ,1957-58 350,000 3.00,000 : ' ' n i l 
.In 1952,. import,, mainly from Japan, amounted to 336,000 units; 
• in 1953j they. f e l l , to 42,000 units; in 1954, they recovered sl ightly, 
slumped in 1955 and disappeared in 1956. At the moment only a few 
• -..sewing-machines for industrial use are imported. 
, v-- -Domestic s^wjlng-rmachines .are made neither in Chile nor in Colom-
bia. 
. ; The ..manufacture of industrial sewing-machines, which has not yet 
-. • started... in Latin America, would be boosted by the establishment" of a 
common market. In a l l the countries of the region there is a; very 
• -dynamic ready-made,. clothing industry, generally operating with 
• antiquated machinery. . Hence, the potential market for industrial 
sewing-machines;.is. very large. ' 
• • • • 'if; . •.•.r; .-• 
* ; ' ' ' /5. Agricultural 
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5« Agricultural machinery 
In Argentina, more, than 240 factor ies, almost, a l l of them: situated 
around the • capital and in the provinces of Córdoba, Santa F.eand Buenos 
Aires, produce agricultural machinery and spares. Some of them operate 
on a very large scale, with more than 1,000 worker s,:. and produce other 
types of capital: goods:and-consumer durables. 'Most of them, however, are 
medium-size establishments (between 30 and 100 workers) and small work-
shops (with less than 30). 
Apart from the large factories which produce other goods, the remainder 
emplcy some 8,000 workers. They .turn out a l l type s: of agricultural .machines 
and implements, importing only the raw material and some bearings. 
Eighteen establishments manufacture harvesters, generally in small 
series of between 20 and 30 units per year. Certain .factories.have larger 
series and one in particular turns out 500 units per year. At present, 
annual capacity is reckoned at 1,200 units. The motors are imported and 
the machines are provided with interchangeable accessories for various 
types of grain. < 
In recent years, a few motorized harvesters have been exported to 
countries of the region, especially Uruguay. . 
Potato harvesters are also manufactured on ,a small scale and experiments 
have been made with the production of, cotton harvesters. 
The industry i s situated mainly in the consumption areas and is de-
signed to cover local demand.. . But some: larger establishments could- con-
centrate their output and have.- an export surplus for other Latin American 
countries. .. „ 
Other types of implements are made under special license and 
internationally-rknown trademarks. 
As this, sector of production i s so extensive, i t has been impossible 
to review the situation in-the other countries under consideration. 
6. Machine-tools 
In Argentina, the rra chine-tools branch is one of the oldest in the 
capital-goods sector. Before 1930 paral le l lathes of up to one metre 
between the centres were produced, as well as certain types of mil l ing-
machines and d r i l l s . 
Manufacture was then complementary in certain large workshops 
/specializing in 
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specializing in the casting and repair of machine parts. 
Following the severe iiépOTt^rëstric triions""applied during the cr is is of 
the '-»'thirties • medium 'séries of ^certain types nof vmore commortlyused machine-
tool's Were "launched'. -Later, during" the Second World - War, ./specialized 
establishments began tc-spring up, • Tj.; . 
' At thé moment thëré-:are 173establishments, providing employment f o r 
more'than 5,000 workers1. About 30' *peï?.-cent are skil led and:45-per cent.. 
semi-skilled, •"' • ' ' ' • :n.ri- : ' 
There are 125 establishments in Buenos Airés*.and ; i ts/vicinity, .16 in 
' Ro'sario,i,14' in- the "province bf CdMôbâ,-' while'": the" remaining '19,'.which are 
• small-scale*/ are"in' various ' provinces-,-- The- siting--of- the factories is 
determined "by their proximity: to consumer centres1, :'v . ; , • 
r- Some '75 per cent-of ' the ' total are 'exclusively^ engaged in the; production 
of" machine-tools; In "thé-others, especially the" biggest, which, are also 
deVôt&cPto7 the• casting of - iron and "other" metals-, .'ma'Chine.^toolsi. are orily:. one 
l ine of"prôàuction> although usually themost "important.'. * 
" " Most o f the1 'establishments • produce large or"medium series; Only. ¡Special 
large-scale machinery or tools made in small workshops are made 'to order. 
The oldest and most representative firms have confined their ac t iv i t i es tr-
ône or two types of machine-tools;/' Ifr-thè'^therpy-the... trérid". is- towards-
increasing specialization;' ' • : I v- •• >r< • . 
Most of the - equipment': in1 the? factories: was . acquired -during;tho :• 
'immediate *• post-Wat- ^èars '^-.-.BertWèen' 1953 • and 1956:^ . over two million dollars1 
worth « f 'modern equipment Xautôina'tic^ and semi^automatiCLmachines:;) Mas 
imported/'' and i'h';1957" ordiers^Wfere" placed" abroad-f or>.thre© 'million^ .dollars 1 
worth. Deliveries began in 1958. The bulk of this equipment is designed to 
complete-existing production'lines.- " • ' " • > -
Output in 1958 is valued at 900 million: Argêntinêr '•pe,sb^ '-ân&.: consists 
mainly of ùhi^rs'àli-typè^à&ôhihes'--for-''m&làt^eriiàiïce â'nd'i production,The 
quantities produced in that -.year., areryas^follows: ; 
/BencK ' and 
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Bench:; and; p i l lar .dr i l ls . , ... , 5,000 r 
Pillar ;,and radial ;dr i l ls v , v : r : . • - : 650 . 
Universaljshstrpe.ners , \o ,• , . . • -90 
.Hard-m^tal.isharpeneirs.. .v »-•¡60 
c : Grinders •• . : 5,1°G 
Planing machines ... : •  : • 1 55 
Single-pulley fmilling machines • ,-400 
Plane ^rectif iers <x- : .. i : . '. ~--'-100 -
Universal and paral le l orect i f iers- • 80 • : 
.Threading m a c h i n e s - • - .;.•..•. .• • >- „ ; 70. 
Parallel lathes 4,800 
Turret lathes 1,120 
Folders and doublers 55 
Plates for ' lathes ; ••• : : 4,200 
' The "proportion of imports in the value of production i s usually small. 
On'the 'average/ i t amounts to only 35 per cent of the value of the raw . 
material/ which in i t s turn is only 30 per cent of the sales price (this.. ; 
includes 12 per cent tax ) . . . . . . . . . ^ , .... . 
" I t i s estimated that production normally covers domestic .demand for .. 
the type of machine-tools l is ted above« The establishment, of a common : 
market would help this industry by boosting demand, thus, f ac i l i t a t ing 
larger series, Increased specialization and economy., as well. as. paving, . . .r 
the way1 for the manufacture of automatic and semi-autpmatic equipment-
This increase in the volume of production and in the degree of 
specialization would also encourage the development of an industry. v 
produCing parts for the manufacture of machine-tools. In the absence, of,.,.. . 
such' ah Industry, machine-tool factories are at present forced.to turn .out-
many parts and spares which could be produced to advantage..in.more 
' specialised establishments." . • ..... 
Lathes are the main type of machine-tool made in Brazil . ..At. the.-
moment, more than 60"types of universal parallel lathes; are,produced,r.!4-,~0. 
""'Which c'an be *equipped" with copying equipment. Distances between . . the . 
•' centres vary between 1'and 5 metres and the height above the base-plate.... 
t • a. ... 
between 175 and 500 mm. 
. : / D o m e s t i c production, 
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Domestic production, which amounts to about :3,i000 unitsj exceeds 
internal demand and leaves an ample margin of capacity for export,-' ' 
The main producing firm has many of i t s own improvement patents 
for Norton boxes, gear-boxes, automatic support-pillars' for tools, etc. 
Lathe turrets are--also produced, weighing up to 3,000 kilogrammes. 
The various types of lathes manufactured in Brazil are particularly 
suited for general maintenance and production.' However, entirely 
automatic types or copying-machines are not produced, although i t Is 
planned to start making them at an early stage. ' 
In Chile and Colombia, the production of machine-tools has "hardly 
> - ; . 
begun. 
7. Electric motors 
In Argentina the production of small and medium .electric/motors' 
(up to 10' HP) represented in 1956 a total, horsepower of 220,000. Thirty-
f i v e per cent of them were of under 1 _HP and 65 per cent between 1 and . 
10 HP. Al l the parts are ma.de in Argentina. Imported raw materials and 
bearings represent on the average 20 per cent of the sales value. The^  
capacity of this industry is such that i t could only supply the domestic 
market in 1956. However, since then, the volume, of, production has 
diminished, leaving a certain margin of idle capacity. 
In Brazil, there are 8 principal establishments with an annual 
production of between 250,000 and 270,000 industrial motors per year. 
This tota l does not include motors of less than 1 HP which,are.used. 
mainly to operate domestic appliances and whose production is close.to 
1 million units. Manufacture i s not based entirely on domestic materials 
because partial imports of aluminium ingots, copper bars and bearings are. 
necessary. Sil icon steel sheets, now produced in suff ic ient quantities, .by., 
ACESITA, and e lectro lyt ic condensers, now made by a local firm w^re•imported 
up to a short time ago. I t is ^estimated that the internal demand fo r 
e lectr ic motors w i l l soon reach 400,000 units annually, Althpugh .Brazilian, 
factories are probably planning to meet this additional demand, i t is. unlike-
ly that they w i l l be able to export many electric motors, to the rest .of. Latin 
America'in the near future. 
:.,.„ \ /In Chile, 
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JrevQhile,¡ • the, 'tnan-ufac-ture" of e lectr ic motors: began in-1940 and has 
developed In response to a-steady demand.' Production has been concentrated 
on motors" bf less;-than 1 ' HP,-\.:"Apart from, very small quantities of 
aluminium^ the;.'raw materials are '"of "domestic-origin, -an advantage which 
heralds a marked expansion should the: trade system allow a broadening of 
the market.:: : !vi -
The supply of: bearings - the^mánufacture of which is complex, 
patented' and requires large series to be economic - constitutes a problem' 
for this'and other industries in a l l the Latin American countries. • I t 
might be .solved within the''framework of a common market. " 
Diesel and petrol engines 
Argentina, possesses 30 factories producing stationary petrol engines., 
(up to 10 . HP) and diesel engines (up to 150 HP, , although most of them 
do not exceed 30. HP..- , .Some, of the.diesel engines are produced under 
special licence with trademarks of world-wide repute. 
The enlargement of Argentina*s casting and forging capacity, mentioned 
ear l ier with reference to motor-vehicles, w i l l benefit this industry. At 
the moment, i t produces nearly a l l of the1 parts required and imports only 
ignition arid starting mechanisms and certain injection accessories:.. The..., 
imported raw material represents on the average 16 per cent of the sales 
value. • • 
The production of low-power engines regularly supplies the domestic 
market and may be enlarged so as to leave an export surplus for other 
Latin American countries; 
A factory-for diesel engines of 1,500 HP has recently been bui l t . 
At'a: later stage, i t i s to producé several models'of between 800 and 
2,050 iHP. as well as high—speed low—power motors"(2^100 rptfi and 60—75 HP). 
The requirements of r a i l t ract ion, " the 'e lectr i f icat ion of small rural centres, 
and shipbuilding wi l l ,possibly absorb the bulk :o'f production. 
The production of combustion-and diesel engines'is in i t s infarióy in 
Brazil and is confined to small-capacity units. Two-firms,"holding foreign 
patents, - produce- petrol engines bf l y 1-1/2 and 2 HP • for stationary use, 
bicycles, etc. but so far have not succéeded:;'ih achieving complete import 
substitution-.: '' • : ; '• ; " 
/A Brazilian-German , 
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A Brazilian-German fi'rm 'has -just begun to produce diesel, engines, 
using between^ 50 and 60 per cent of domestically-madë .parts, a f igure 
which willo soon become 100 per;'cent.1 I t turns, out engines.;of 1 to 
4 cylinders with capacities ranging from 5 to 44' HP for industrial 
usés, agricultural machinery, ^generating- units and ships, 
Large-capacity Diesel engines are not yet made in Brazil, nor are 
there specif ic projects f o r their manufacture in the-near future. 
However, in this sector too-, the- productive, resources of Latin America 
miçht be .pooled«. Countries l ike Argentina and Mexico• can- find in Brazil 
a-large market for the Diesel and combustion engines they produce. 
Increased production in this industrial sector is highly desirable 
for the region, not only because of the generating needs of the large 
power stations as well as traction requirements in general but also and 
more particularly because1 of the existence of. numerous small towns and 
rural establishments which are far away from the public grids and require 
a steady supply of sm'all power units 0 
9e Boilers 
The total number-of boilers, of up to 70 atmospheres required in 
Argentina- for- heating and industrial purposes..is supplied from the 
domestic production of 40 establishments which import only raw materials 
and certain control devices. 
Some of • the factor ies are very: modern and. use foreign patents and 
trademarks. . 
Sporadic exports have been effected to neighbouring countries, and 
production may possibly r ise substantially to. meet Latin American - needs.. 
Certain European firms Intend to-build factories for the manufacture 
of 
power—generating, high-pressure, and- steam boilers, but. such projects 
are only ..in the in i t i a l ; stage.. I t : is therefore,, impossible to make a 
practical estimate of their probable -volume ofiproduction. I f these . 
projects .materialize, the -large-internal demand'xcLLl certainly, absorb 
the limited production. • _ • 
..In Brazil industrial boilers\are built, but-it has been impossible - • 
to. make a, detailed review-of this-sector« •.;•..{ ' 
Chile has recently started to make industrial boilers of medium .. 
capacity. /10* Hydraulic and 
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10« Hydraulic and steam turbines 
In- Brazil .two or t^ree firms. jnakje. hj^raulic. turbines, although s t i\ l 
with a high proportion of imports, .One, of them is. about to. start f _ 
... man .ufacturi.ng. units of.up tp. .20,000 IIP.. . !Mthin, 'a year,, another firm wi l l 
begin turning :out turbine-blades which are .now imported. Brazilian . ^ 
Qon^umption of ^team,turbines seems insuf f ic ient to just i f y domestic ^  
production. ..Steam-turbines, as well al most hydraulic turbines, are s t i l l 
imported... .The replacement of these imports might be stimulated by the 
regional market, 
l n Argentina a project fo.r making hydraulic turbines under patent from 
Ansaldo ( I t a l y ) is pending approval0 
11» Eledtric generators and motors over 10 HP and transformers 
In Argentina there .ere various factories which turn out high-ppwer 
electric"motors(up to 900 HP) for industry, variable-speed combinations 
such as the Leonard Ward (up to 250 HP), three-phase generators (up .to : 
1,400 kVA) and rotary converters (up to 300 HP) with control.panels.. 
The lack of prime movers has ( constituted a serious obstacle to , 
increased production which, in 1956 absorbed only 70 per cent of the 
capacity of one sh i f t . 
In Brazil this type of manufacture has. shown a, marked increase,. 
Recently, motors of up to 800 HP .have ..been, produced,. There .are plants.. . 
capable of producing high-power .generator's of up to 30^000 kW. , 
Brazil already producos transformers of up to 34,000 kVA and is • 
planning to make others up to ^58,000. kVA.,. .... 
1 Since before the Second World War, ChjQe .has produced distribution 
transformers with a capacity of up to 5,000 kVA. As it . uses domestic, raw.... 
materials, i t w i l l be in a good competitive position f o r a future .common 
market. i . _. ., . 
[ • • .:.-12> • Electric^communication equipment i • " 
- v--Bbth''Argentina and- Brazil-'prodûcè èquipmeht ' .for telephone" services 
whiôîi" iricltide'traAsI!tiè:èiori,appâràtus'''arid' switchboards. " At'present, ' imports 
of raw materials1'"rèptésënt 50 pef-'cènt of thè'ir vaiuë. v * 1 ' v " 
/As these 
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As these public serweés-'•ô^etfaté -^tlí'âhtïqûatéd equipment in many 
Latín'• American countriësy the-prospects,in .this .sector are f a vo rab l e . 
Argentina "tes alreády 'shipped important consignments to. Cuba.;. : 
• Itt the ; :0f.'"radio-transmitting equipment, both countries-manufacture 
certain p'árt's but, -owing to their1 great variety' and.the continual introduc-
tion of improved.'types, this seems to be. a sector which w i l l lend i t s e l f to 
régional "spécialisation 'under the'stimulus of gradual-trade l iberal izat ion. 
-"Chile" haé already begun to manufacture parts f o r telephones añd radió-
transmitters e . ' 
' '¡In Colombia there -are osó far 'only certain projects f o r this sector. 
13. Machinery for c i v i l engineering and road-building 
The ••manufacture"' ot" machinery-'for c i v i l engineering and the transport 
of ëarth alnd matérials Is -â" Well-established act iv i ty in Argentina. -it is 
carried 5oft-either'in specialized Establishments or in large metallurgical 
workshops,1 âs"so'nê'' of séverai l ines .of production« • "•' ' i : ; ' 
The . manufacture•of simple accessories and equipment for road-building 
( level lers,- 'sheepsfoot rol lers, moulds, drag-scrapers, wheei-bârrows/ e tc . ) 
have also-been-a' sideline f o r many ' years' in the lárge metal 'works and "those 
concerned with the manufacture of construction equipment in general. '•" •""'•"• 
Recently, two .establishments' have :made plans to produce motorized 
rollers;-ione- ef them wi l l build the Caterpil lar No¿ 12 type and the other-
w i l l operate under patents granted by -Avelin Bádfords of thé -Unitëd Kingdom. 
The; present annual output capacity of the fôrmër establishment is 
10 machines - i t plans to raise this* f i gure tó 80 - and that of the second 40. 
--Scarifiers, .mobile-çoncrete mixers and spreaders, as Well as similar 
machines' :for'asphalt, are alse mads,' '' '• " ' 
: Brazil m^anuf actures .-'.self-propelled- cranés mounted on wheels or 'trackë . 
I t also produces machines for the excavation and transport of earth *: 
both f o r c i v i l engineering ,and laying road beds..'. They include mechanical 
shovels, various types of excavators and motorized ro l lers , and scar i f iers . 
Mobile units for preparing asphalt, with à capacity óf under 50. hour/ 
t'ohs, arë' also made. '' Larger units, whether mobile or f ixed, are not yet 
manufactured in Brazil,,' 
/Various types 
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; Various : t®es .-of grinding and . stone-sorting 
( for road metal. )f are produced^ "to sat is fy 
market needs . - . * r;.-.. • • 
' •' '14. Machinery 'and' equipment' for ' industry " ' 
.In Argentina the manufacture of industrial machinery and equipment 
began with simple repairsc After the. c r i s i s :of the t h i r t i e s and during, 
the Second World War, the industry began to turn out machines and equipment 
to meet needs which could not be covered because of import restr ict ions. 
At the moment there are 105 establishments producing general machinery 
and equipment f o r industry. Of these, 101 are specialized and four are 
large firms, turning out other items such as consumer durables, agricultural 
and road-building machineryc 
The following table gives the employment break-down f o r this industry: 
Num.ber' 6f Workers 
establishments . •,• -employed': 
4 ' 16,602 
25 . . . ... 5J628 ; 
16 1 , 1 9 8 " " " 
• t • ' 
60 1,484 "'" 
105 '24,812 
.. !The main items covered ;are as follows : • ..'hydraulic presses/ various 
apparatus and, devices for the - internal -transport of - materials "-and for-
construction and mining, various kinds of machinexy>-£or extraction, 
distillanti on, and-other, processes (drying, ; concentration, -etc, ) employed 
by industries producing foodstuffs, dairy products,- beverages,-oils and 
chemicals in,generalo . • • : • - • <• 
A smaller number,, of establishments, included- in the • total have' • • 
specialized in. equipment for. the^;beverage'.industry (machine& • f o r ' f i l l i ng , " ' ' 
1 "" ! :- • ' /washing .and 
; .. Large establishments, • 
-....More than 100 and less, than; 
1,000 workers 
More than 50 and less than 
100 workers 
''More than 10 and less than 
60 worke rs 
j • • ; '--f. 
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washing'"'arid capping bott les ) , the 'food'industi^ ' (machines for f i l l i n g and 
sealing containers), dyeing," grinding of minerals and grains, rubber 
( ro l lers , presses and moulding machines), plastics (presses, moulding and 
injection machines ) .healih;,seryices ..(digesterâ,, .disinfectors, apparatus 
for s ter i l i z ing ,a,nd. f i l l i n g ampoules), cold-storage. .(.compressors, 
evaporators)., service stations, graphic .arts. (printing and bookbinding), 
and petroleum extraction §nd distillation.,... .. 
For the text i le , industry., three specialized establishments .manufacture 
continuous, spinning and. twisting cards (ifor-wool up. .to count 40 and for 
cotton up. to count. 60), winders,, cone winders, warpers and.looms for wool,, 
cotton and silk«, 
About ten establishments, which are not fu l l y specialized, make nearly 
a l l . the equipment required by the..pulp and paper industry. : Recently, a 
continuous machine for making paper 220 metres wide at a speed of 150 metres 
per mnute was bui l t . - -
••vf »In-.most establishments'.production is to order and only very few maintain 
sfeék-s"-!f6r immediate sales;* • 
- This i s an industrial act iv i ty where the existence of a common market 
would help to reduce the high costs implicit ' in the wide variety of types 
and would allow increased specialization and the establishment of medium 
series. . 
Since the Second World War, there have been some exports to neighbour-
ing countriese 
• Brazil the manufacture of industrial machinery and equipment has 
followed a similar trend to that in Argentina, conditions in the two 
coWitri'es being "generally ' al ike. 
rThe-r'following "is the maiin'industrial transport equipment manufactured: 
travel l ing cranes, gantries, power shovels, single cableways, pulleys and 
similar equipment ' p-
Many of them'are manufactured uridèr iicence granted by United States 
firms1 to which'-, royalties are paid. 
Estimated annual production f o r 1958 was 400 units f o r travel l ing 
cranes, cableways:and; gantries, "'arid11,666 units' for e lectr ic pulleys. 
Some.2,-000 workers 'and 6Ô0; téchiiical and administrative staiff are engaged 
in this sector which, i s often associated with the manufacture of other 
mechanical equipments 
/Among the 
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Among the& larger tray$liing,&v&ne$:; recently co.nstjnacted f o r tl^ e- • 
Bra^a^ia-n.¿xi&ygbry^ following w?re.most., important: r . ,.... 
For the River. Pardo^ Hydroelectric Company, one.. crane. (papacity . _ _ , 
- 10,0. t.P.ns,cle^anpe lg,met.rep.); . ; , , . ... 
For the Laminacao de Artefactos de Ferro 5.A*, one crane (40. tons, . , 
28 metres): , r 
For the Water and Electr ic Power Department of. Sao Pauley one crane 
(125 tons, 15 metres); 
For the Ore and Coal Port of Rio de Janeiro, 5 cranes (25 t ons , : 
80 metres);. . . . . . . . . 
For the.. Capri 3 Power ..and Light Company of Rio. de Jan pi rp, one: crane 
(230^tons, 16.5; metres)« . 
r. . types, of .m.anual.. and mechanical saws for .the timber industry arer ; 
manufactured in Brazil* However, Brazil s t i l l imports, substantial . . . 
„quantities of, similar products, for..price reasons in spite of the ad valorem 
t a r i f f of 60 per cent lev ied on imports« (This t a r i f f is only,40 percent 
for metal cutters* ) 
There are 50 or more firms, which turn out pumps of a l l kinds, 'iri s^ me.. 
cases at the same time as other manufactured products, and also do repair 
work« Brazilian manufacturers have patented several of the improvements 
which they have introduced, such as the centripetal system which eliminates 
the use of impellers in the ordinary kind of blades: 
The fo l lowing types of pump are manufactured: 
:.«..(!)• ; Centrifugal pumps: for. domestic use with a capacity of 1^000-2,000 
l i t r e s pern.hour,-. suction, up to l i f t ; up to- 30 m. 
(2b i Centrifugal^pump.s- fpr lctrge .:buildings (skyscrapers ) , 5,000-30,'000 
l i tresr-per f^our, : i i f t\up 'to-l'80 mi. ' * • *. " r-
(3) Centrifugal pumps for , i r r iga t ion :20,000-1,800,000 litre's, per-hour, 
l i f t .10-160 mw- : .f ' " > T: "Y- . • ' <' 
(4-) / j-Centrifugal pumps/.for urban water-supplies; 20,000-1,800,000 
l i t r e s per,-hour, driven by .-electric motors.. of up to.-350 .'HP* tJ 
(5.) ;; Centrifugal'ipumpswfor :.sewagey';.10,000-1,800,000 l i t r e s :per hour, 
driven by e lec t r ic motors pfrup to :.350./HB* •- " • ; ' 1: . 
(6) Centrifugal pumps fo r general industrial purposes and for the 
absorption of.pulp, 5,000-800,000 l i t r e s per hour, l i f t up to 100 m. 
/(7)Centrifugal pumps 
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(7) Centrifugal pumps'driven by motors of up to 350 HP* 
(8) Centrifugal high-pressure. Pumps^  cold, and hot.water(for feeding 
boi lers) , 2,000-120,000 l i t r es per hour,, l i f t up to 400. m. r 
( 9 ) . .Centrifugal |>umps for. tubular wells..^ith.. without injector, 
5,000-50,000 l i t r es per hour, for wells up to 1ÒÓ m deep, 
.(10 ) Centrifugal. pumps... for. the chemical industry, of various. materials . 
(11) Geared pumps f o r o i l * • . , , • 
(12)... Hi^pressure .piston pumps« . , 
(13) Piston pumps for domestic use. ., ... 
...The electr ic motors used, in .these pumps, are also produced in. Brazil. 
I t i s estimated that the total production of pumps .in.1958.was . 
50,000 units, valued at.]_3Q million cruzeiros« . This production has ..covered 
domestic requirements,. except, for certain units with a. capacity higher., than 
the above-mentioned l imits, which continue to be imported. . 
There are.also establishments for the. production of highly specialized 
equipment, for the text i le and pulp and paper industries,. 
At. the moment various types of loom used in. the text i le industry-are 
made in Brazil. The main models are as follows: _ . ., . ... 5 
- -Bobbies-.. 'io :••' • - . :••••*. , • 
r.;, Automatic m e . c h ^ n i c a X . ' l o o m s . ' . v. ' • •• 
Non-automatic mechanical.- looms-i'?1 •; , V-
Jacquard looms : > ••oxAx- r : -ir*- •".•-• 
! '- ^Brazil ài.só '|bròdùce3 othe:^textile machinery"'and equipment, " including 
machines for printing arid'me^cetózing1 fabrics, 'etc.", spinners and twisters,' 
rion^aiùtbmatic-idinders". Warpers, òàrd clothing, shiittie3 for automatic and 
non-automatic looms, machinery and apparatus'for the finishing of yarns and 
:fàBfac*3^(printérs,'v;si2ers," mercérigé^si "étc'tf 1.' 1 ' 
For some'years now this production has met a l l domestic requirements. 
Annual output of the niain' factories i s réckonéd at 10,000 units (each 
unit represents a' spindlè) and more'" than "'300'itforkers are employed. 
.'-•'The !e ss ènti al eleménti? "of' the' three^'main'types of bobbin (ordinary, 
self-automatic and automatic) are vpatén*Éed in Brazil*' 
, L,. /Brazil also 
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also manufactures waste^colleptors :of .the .pneumafil and .other 
similar-tapes''in-' suf f ic ient numbers..to-meet,v4°)^estic demand,^  The largest 
^firM^tUin^ ''out 30 units-a:monthTfor-400. winders,. .. 
fe&rly"'all the'machinery used;for/ the. recent .development of. the 
Brazilian fflalp' and--papfer--industry.; ha^-been.built by, domestic, industry, 
Brazilian firms have built paper machines with a util izable width of 
upf tcP'3^200'min^and-'caa cast- driers-pf..,..up^tQ.^O^QpO kg, . 
(Sft- th~e: average 90 per cent. of the.- raic.-materials and components used 
'^are bf' 'domestic1 origin'., • • •• : \ ^ - - ( , ^ ^ .- . . 
The firms which produce these materials operate under licence from 
5 foreign companies"aridnpay. them .royalties, ^ .They.;.eiiiploy .more t^ han 2,000 
workers and have an operating capital of .820 .million ,cruzeiros. 
Besides the'specialized firms ref^rre^ to , th§re are,metal.transforming 
* industries whibh^i according, to theplans ..of % the specialized companies,; are 
~-cap;able"6f manufacturing-.the .••washing,, recovery... Hn.it s srequired. by the pulp 
factbries.^----:- -r*;.-- • . . ........ ; 
In 'Chile and .Colombia-; machinery- f o r th is industry is produced on $ very 
'Mall'--scale,-" :It:; is ; t o .be • hoped that, this sector wi l l be ^iven great, 
encbliragemeht as¡,industrial development progresses,.. 
1,1 u :1~5. ' Railway rolling-stock • : : :• vt -ffi. , 
„ ,1 n Argentina., there are various factories which produce r ol 1 ing-stockf' 
but their present capacity would have to be enlarged I f a programme for " 
niQd.ernizin^ tjhe existing park were to be carried out, ^ : ^ . 
In Brazil this .sector has undergone considerable development'--"and has 
. achieved .a ..surplus capacity which enables i t to export "'under favouri'ble : 
condit ions . . :: :i\M.-. 
Chile, l ike Brazil, has developed this branch of manufacture to th^1'1 
point .where i t can satisfy i t s domestic needs and leave an export bklanbe., 
r - ' . -v'1 i; 16, Shipbuilding . , , ;T .. . 
' ' l('T!he 'shipyards1 of •'• Argentina"' number" 270' arid' at^ pre sent'employ more than 
iov660 workers*. 1 However,:&0 per cent; of their :Activ i t ies, consistof . . 
.riiaintenarice'";'aM,vre^airs.. 1 r":v(rl • : e-'-y 
--'V-'r'V "l; T ^ - y . " - ; . t : .v.. i .. 
"/A shipyard 
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-:A--shipyard';-belonging1 to-th-e-.M-inistry..of Marine,has installations fo r 
building ships of up "to 10,00.Ch gross 5 tons.-,.- This .is. a,, re pent organization 
which i s now constructing a x i y e r r ^ a t . , t o , , p a s s e n g e r s and freight bn . 
the Bueribs Aires -'"As'uncidn ^Paraguay); route^ I t has signed a contract 
f o r three vessels; of• 5>000 gross to.ns t « be used for,.long-distance coastal 
t r a f f i c ^ Bûildihgibegan r.thi s iye£r*, : . 
There is also a priVately-ownedf•shipyard, with .a opaci ty ._ for ,hips of 
up to':5,0Û0/gfoôs"ton's#• '-..CThis;f irm,-• which .-has been, in operation f o r '20 years, 
has bui l t a petrol tanker of 2,500 tons and many smaller-ships ,and tôw-barges 
f o r river^hàvîgatioh';; ;.-ï.:*î- •• : , . 
Various5 other -firms. havea l so, built, .smaller.- shipsh (of. up ; to 1,000. tons ) 
and the otherè" undertake maintenance-^ , ¡ -. ... . ,... 
• Thè-'"shipbuilding industry" requires • f o r i t s , . fu l l : opération other 
complementary act iv i t i es , , such, as-metallurgy and. the .napufacture of engines. 
The 'metal industry^ in general- i s - su f f i c i ent ly advanced, to, supply, i t s .require-
ments. (During the Second World War, Argentina made a heavy steel plate 
"doubler f sh i pbu i l d ing .wh i ch 'was e-xported.ta.the- United Kingdom,) . 
Argentina *hasv ample - 'expérience -in . soldering -and -manufacturing' equipment, for 
the shipbuilding industry but ther lack ,pf, propelling, equipment i s a serious 
drawback. There is only .one factory which turns out engines of medium 
power (from the point of view of sMpbuildihg)» ' This was already dealt with 
under the heading of "engines." I tV 'ent ire production'is ajbsorbed ln . the 
manufacture of locomotives. ' ' • '"•• h-.;' 
In Brazil the establishment of :aAshipBuildihg industry'of appreciable 
size is now being act ive ly enc:ouraged"by the Govëftiment' through the Grupo 
Executivo da Industria cla Construcao Naval (:GEIC0N), ' This is "an inter-
departmental organization with wide powers and with functions similar to-
those of GËIA in thé motor-vehicle industry. ' "' *• ; : : 
The promotion 'of hew shipbuilding ac t i v i t i es is' the"• rèsphns'ibility of 
GEICON. I t grants customs and^epcchange; f a c i l i t i e s f o r imports of the 
necessary equipment and of the parts and spares required f o r shipbuilding 
during .the .period of, transition unti l projects '"are "approved.' 'In return, i t 
requires a commitment from shipbuilders to reduce gradually the proportion 
•.. r r 4 ... • ., . .. . ; 




Thus, the establishment of new act iv i t i es promoted by GEICON involves 
not only shipbuilding "buttaiso-the.- manufacture, of. the equipment, parts and 
spares used In- :thàt'industry^.' - r ¡ ¡.;, : , , . 
'At "th*er3io2ienti"it '-is possible- to, obtain.„about 33per. cent of the 
materials" used- to' build ar freighter- from domestic, sources. This percentage 
shoulcí gradually increase^ unti l import substitution.is almost complete. 
The nèécls o f tlie Br&zilián- merchant,.fleet as .regards .replacing; old. 
ships :ahcT 'achieving a 'moderate-increase, in-present . tonnage, were estimated 
by tons per year. The annual 
production of 'those' shipyards -<whose plans, have already, been, approved, must 
s l ight ly "exòèèd^'that 'estimate,-which -is rather conservative. 
Up to: Háreh 19595 GEI60N had received-38.tenders, f o r the construction 
of small, medium and large shipyards, as well as f o r the, manufacture, of 
ship components. ' Among-the" six-tenders, already, approved,, two. are.of 
outstanding importance; One involves the investment-, by a Japanese firm 
of capital'-and technical' knowledge,..and -.another comes, from a wel l -kno^ 
Netherlands shipyard (Verolme)v The Japanese shipyard w i l l build ships 
between*'5/000' áñd 10,000 gross, tons, with an-annual, prqductiqn of 60,000 
tons. fhis' will- be divided .-up among six ships, .of -5,-POQ.. gross tons and 
three of 10,000 gross tons each. The f i r s t i s to be delivered .in December 
I960;1' Thè Lshipyard"büilt : by t^he -Netherlands firm. will , be somewhat smaller 
in cápáóitjr (40>006;'gross''jtons-p,er--year)¿ . 
The main projects already approved represent an..annual capacity of 
13&,<XX) gróss- tons- per year b.roken-down : as. follows : 
Ishikàwajima shipyard ' ' ; "60,000' gross tons..;-. . 
Vero Ime » • ; "" '' 40,000 
Toque-Toque » 25,000 
Emaq » 8,000 
Sá » 4,000 
Ni igatabrás ' » 1,000 
138,000 
The shipyards to be established, besides those mentioned, w i l l build 
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''-'"GEICON: Tfliillî. in future consider projects for the'manufacture of 
equipment and parts f o r use in shipbuilding,. The se are important - for. 
the success of .the pro gramme because this industry,"-like the" mo tor-vehicle. 
industry, is; mainly : o ne of assembly. In this respect, i t , i s wel l to -, 
ment ion ;'the-important movf> made by certain Sao Paulo industrialists- for . 
the establishment of., a private company designed to co-ordinate the . 
•i . " • . - . . . 
act i v i t i es of..firms producing components f o r shipbuilding. ' ' I t - i s to be 
called the Ag-spciagao cjas Industrias Complementarás- da Const rue ao Naval,. 
(ADICCON-)." ^ ;The f i v e founding_enterprises,"with' a^'total capital of- ; 
500 mill ion cruzeiros,.. ..are. in a .position'to produce -depending. ©nf the, 
specif ications of the ..shipyards, the following series of:-parts and .. 
equipment f o r . ships: ... ^ ,•>.••:•; . « •  -
(à} Hatches^ mains, blocks '(starting on the'"'principle.of 100 -per. .. 
cent1,domestic construction) j " ' , Í- - - . t) ?.. ... 
•'•"(b:)-.-..; Main rudder, axes and various pumps' (30 pey ôe nt - dome st i c . ,...v 
material to-.start.¡with and 100 per cent :by 1963); ' - ; . .... 
'. Electr ic generators and motors, eleótric"'wiring^and* accessories, 
and cold-storage equipment (60 per cent domestic material in ;1959 and . 
' 95 per cent in ..1963 )• - • « > -v - < ' ' ' 
' : ; I t i s s t i l l .impossible to estimate the" poss ib i l i t i es that this seçtor 
o f f e rs for Latin American integration'because GEICON'-still has to; decide.. 
on more- than,. 20 pro je cts. • -, , .: 
In Chile there are plans for the development of this, industry, while 
Colombia has a shipyard on the Atlantic' coast "(Farrañquilla) f o r the , 
construction and repair of small tugs. >•. /. . 
